Antique sale 803 to be held on 19th May and 20th May of 2021
INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE

START LOT

19th of May
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Sale starts at 10am

1

19th of May
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
Not before 2pm

501

20th of May
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Sale starts at 10am

651

20th of May
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Not before 12 noon

901

20th of May
Clocks and Scientific Instruments
Not before 12.45pm

1001

20th of May
Rugs and Carpets
Not before 1pm

1031

20th of May
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
Not before 1.30pm

1063

PUBLIC VIEWING
Friday

14th May

9am

Saturday

15th May

9am

Monday

17th May

9am

Tuesday

18th May

9am

IMPORTANT NOTICES
PHONE BIDS

Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING

Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION

Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT

Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING

Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY

For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
1

A lady's Rolex Oyster Perpetual date wristwatch on a bimetallic bracelet, the case stamped 5058428 contained
in a 25mm case ( photo centre pages ) £700-900
Apart from minor scratches this watch is in good condition and is in working order, there is no box or papers

2

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold bark finish bracelet, 215mm x 15mm w, 72 grams ( photo centre pages )
£700-900

3

A sovereign 1889 £200-250

4

A 9ct yellow gold flat link, gate link bracelet with heart padlock, 49 grams £480-580

5

A sovereign 1914 £200-250

6

A 9ct yellow gold rope twist bracelet and a ditto articulated fish charm, 11 grams £120-150

7

A gentleman's yellow gold baguette cut diamond ring, approx. 0.9ct with 18 stones, 11.5 grams, size T
£300-400

8

An 18ct yellow gold citrine dress ring 20mm x 15mm, each shoulder with 3 baguette cut diamonds approx.
0.18ct, size P 1/2, 11.2 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

9

A sovereign 1964 in an 8gm 9ct mount and chain £250-300

10

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold seed pearl and turquoise bar brooch 40mm, 4.7 grams gross £60-80

11

A 9ct yellow gold Star of David pendant, 35mm, 9.5 grams £90-120

12

A 14ct two colour gold bracelet, 204mm x 27mm, 71 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1050-1350

13

A 9ct yellow gold oval cut quartz dress ring, size S, 12 grams ( photo centre pages ) £130-160

14

A 9ct yellow gold coffee pot charm 1.5 grams £35-45

15

A sovereign 1923 £200-250

16

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring 3.1 grams, size J £65-75

17

An Edwardian yellow gold gatelink bracelet, 15 grams £150-180

18

A 14ct 2 colour gold and diamond crossover ring 3.5 grams, size N 1/2 £120-150

19

A lady's 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz dress ring 25mm x 20mm, size N together with a pair of pear cut ditto
ear clips £120-150

20

A 9ct yellow gold twist bangle, 13.9 grams £280-320
This bangle is in good condition but one piece of strap work has become separated. It is fully hallmarked

21

A 19th Century 18ct yellow gold cultured pearl ring (lacking 1 pearl), size O 4.3 grams £80-120

22

A 9ct yellow gold St Paul's Cathedral charm 4.6 grams £80-100

23

A 9ct white gold paste set cross pendant 30mm £30-40

24

A 1980 half sovereign £100-150

25

A pair of 9ct yellow gold garnet ear studs 5mm, 0.9 grams £25-35

26

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring, size T, 3.3 grams £70-90

27

A 9ct fancy link necklace, 47 grams, 80cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-600

28

An 18ct yellow gold paste set pendant 12mm, 1.5 grams £65-75

29

A yellow gold garnet set ring size L 1/2, 4.5 grams £40-60

30

A childs 9ct yellow gold bangle, 2.9 grams £65-75

31

A pair of 9ct yellow gold whorl ear studs 1.5 grams £40-50

32

A 9ct yellow gold bangle and minor 9ct jewellery, 38 grams £400-450
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33

A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring, size K, 2.1 grams £65-75

34

A 14ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond necklace, 5.1 grams £250-280

35

A Victorian 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring, approx. 0.15ct, 2.9 grams, size O £120-150
The diamonds are scratched, the shank is dented and worn and the hallmarks are very worn

36

A sovereign 1915 £200-250

37

A 9ct yellow gold twist bangle, 7.4 grams £160-190
Apart from minor scratches, this bangle is in good condition and has a spring mechanism. The internal
diameter is 60mm x 52mm

38

A 9ct yellow gold charm in the form of a domed top trunk, 5.1 grams £110-140

39

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, size N, 2.2 grams, a 22ct gold Victorian ruby 3 stone ring size R 1/2 6.5
grams together with a 9ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set ring size R 3.2 grams £200-300

41

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring size P, a 9ct yellow gold jade ring size N and a 9ct yellow gold turquoise ring
size N £70-90

42

A 9ct yellow gold pelican charm 2.1 grams £45-55

43

An 18ct yellow gold diamond ring size N 1/2, 3 grams and 6 other rings £60-80

44

An 18ct yellow gold bark finish sapphire and diamond ring 3.9 grams, size M 1/2 £180-220

45

A 9ct yellow gold cameo ring size O 1/2, 1 other, a cameo brooch and minor gold jewellery including earrings,
gross weight 25 grams £250-300

46

A 9ct yellow gold pendant 3.7 grams £70-90

47

A 9ct yellow gold leaf brooch 9.7 grams £100-150

48

A 9ct yellow gold cameo ring, 4.7 grams, size T £70-90

49

A 9ct white gold gypsy set single stone diamond ring, approx 0.25ct, 5.4 grams, size M £350-400

50

A 9ct yellow gold 2 colour swivel seal, 2 9ct rings and 2 others £50-75

51

A 9ct yellow gold peridot and seed pearl bar brooch £50-70

52

A 9ct white gold engraved oval locket 2.6 grams gross, 25mm £55-65

53

Four 14ct yellow gold engraved bangles, 35 grams ( photo centre pages ) £500-600

54

A 9ct yellow gold necklace 23.1 grams £500-550

55

A 9ct yellow gold oval cameo brooch, 1 other £80-100

56

A 9ct yellow gold kangaroo charm 2.4 grams £50-70

57

A 9ct yellow gold cameo pendant and earrings, 4.4 grams £70-90

58

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, size O 1/2, 5 grams £120-150

59

A 9ct white gold brilliant baguette and tapered baguette diamond cocktail ring, 5.9 grams, size R 1/2 £260-290

60

An Edwardian 9ct yellow gold opal and pearl pendant 48mm, 2 grams, together with a strand of graduated
cultured pearls with a 9ct clasp £50-75

61

A sovereign 1965 together with an 1862 1 dollar coin £250-300

62

A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with heart shaped padlock and 2 charms together with a hardstone seal, gross
weight 13 grams £100-140

63

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire, ruby and diamond ring, 5 grams, size K 1/2 £180-220
The sapphire is scratched and chipped and several of the diamonds are chipped. It is otherwise in good
condition.

64

A brilliant cut single stone diamond ring, approx. 1.75ct, colour H/I, clarity WS1, the 6 baguettes approx. 0.5ct,
6 grams, size P ( photo centre pages ) £2000-3000

65

An 18ct yellow gold crossover paste set ring size P 1/2, 2.2 grams £60-80

66

A silver, blue and white diamond cross pendant, 2.9 grams, 35mm £90-120
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67

A 9ct yellow gold bar brooch, minor gold and other jewellery, weighable gold 7 grams £80-100

68

A 9ct yellow gold bracelet, 3.2 grams, 16cm £70-90

69

A 9ct yellow gold blue topaz bracelet, bar brooch and pendant £100-150

70

A 9ct white gold 11 stone baguette diamond crossover ring, approx. 0.15ct, 2.3 grams, size R £55-70

71

An Edwardian 9ct yellow gold and mother of pearl cased dress set comprising pair of cufflinks and 6 studs
£100-140

72

A 9ct yellow gold diamond and citrine ring, the 2 brilliant cut diamonds 0.20ct, the 3 brilliant cut citrines 0.30ct,
size O, 2.3 grams £250-300
The ring is in good condition apart from some minor scratches

73

A 9ct yellow gold gem set triple cluster ring, 1.9 grams, size I £35-45
The ring is good condition but the sapphires are scratched and one is off set. The sapphires are approximately
0.15ct each

74

A 9ct yellow gold oval cameo portrait brooch 48mm x 42mm, a ditto pendant £50-75

75

A pair of 9ct yellow gold circular jade studs 5mm £25-35

76

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond cluster ring size P, 4.5 grams, a yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size
Q 1.7 grams, a 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size Q 1.8 grams and a 9ct yellow gold pearl ring size O 2.9
grams £100-150

77

A platinum, aquamarine and diamond Art Deco style ring, the centre stone approx. 0.7ct surrounded by brilliant
and baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.3ct, 4.2 grams, size P £480-580

78

A 14ct yellow gold sapphire ring 4.7 grams, size M £80-120

79

A 9ct yellow gold oval opal ring, size N, 4.3 grams £50-75

80

A 14ct yellow gold oval citrine and diamond ring, the centre stone 15mm x 10mm, 6.3 grams, size P 1/2
£130-160

81

A yellow gold oval aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 2.25ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds 0.4ct, 3.6 grams, size N £600-700

82

An engraved 22ct yellow gold wedding band size R, 4 grams £100-140

83

An 18ct white gold brilliant cut tennis bracelet, 5.18ct, 19cm, 11.6 grams £4000-5000

84

A pair of 18ct white gold brilliant cut ear studs approx. 0.65ct £600-700

85

A 14ct rose gold paste set ring, size N, 4 grams £150-170

86

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style cocktail ring, the centre brilliant cut stone approx. 0.9ct surrounded by
sapphires with diamonds to the scroll shoulders, size N, 3.3 grams £2200-2800

87

A platinum Art Deco style diamond ring approx. 0.85ct, size N, 4.4 grams £820-920

88

A 9ct yellow gold signet ring, size V 1/2, 3.3 grams £80-100

89

An 18ct white gold Art Deco diamond brooch set with 5 graduated old cut diamonds and rose cut diamonds,
approx. 2.5ct. 55mm x 25mm, 12.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1650-1950

90

A Victorian style 15ct yellow gold ruby and diamond cluster ring 1.9 grams, size N £280-380

91

A pair of 9ct yellow gold engraved cufflinks 2.3 grams £55-75

92

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set ring, 3.2 grams, size P £70-90

93

A platinum 5 stone graduated diamond ring, 0.9ct, 3.4 grams, size N £720-820

94

An 18ct yellow gold oval cut amethyst pendant 4.5 grams, 22mm £150-180

95

An 18ct ruby and diamond cocktail ring, 6 grams, size S £140-180

96

A platinum, yellow sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.4ct, surrounded by brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct, 4.3 grams, size N 1/2 £740-840
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97

An 18ct rose gold garnet ring, 2.3 grams, size P 1/2 £90-120

98

An 18ct white gold oval pink sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.5ct, the diamonds 0.35ct,
size N, 5.7 grams £1450-1750

99

A platinum, ruby and diamond Art Deco style cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 0.3ct, surrounded by
brilliant and baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct, 3.4 grams, size M 1/2 £580-680

100

A yellow gold sapphire bar brooch 2.5 grams 50mm £50-75

101

A 9ct yellow gold coral ring size K, 2.3 grams and a yellow gold malachite ring size R, 5.3 grams £70-90

102

An 18ct white gold 3 stone brilliant cut diamond ring, approx. 0.5ct, size N, 5 grams £900-1100

103

A 9ct yellow gold graduated rope chain necklace 45cm, 8 grams £200-250

104

An 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond pendant and chain, approx. 0.51ct, the chain is 44cm and weighs 3.3
grams together with a WGI certificate £1150-1450

105

A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet, 19cm, 18 grams £450-500

106

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 1.26ct, 3.8 grams, size O £2000-2500

107

A 9ct yellow gold bright cut wedding band, size Q, 5.3 grams £130-160

108

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst cluster ring 2.1 grams, size M £50-75

109

A pair of platinum single stone diamond ear studs, approx. 0.6ct, 0.5 grams £580-680

110

A 22ct yellow gold necklace, 13 grams, 44cm together with a yellow gold charm 1.5 grams £250-300

111

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set signet ring, size T, 2.9 grams £75-95

112

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band, size L 1/2, 4.1 grams £100-140

113

A platinum Art Deco style emerald and diamond up finger ring with 5 brilliant cut diamonds surrounded by
emeralds surrounded by diamonds, emeralds approx. 1ct, diamonds approx. 1ct, 5.8 grams, size L 1/2
£1900-2400

114

A gentleman's 10ct yellow gold ring, size U, 4 grams £110-130

115

A 9ct yellow gold portrait brooch 72mm, 3.1 grams £70-90

116

An 18ct yellow gold oval tanzanite and diamond cluster ring, the centre cut stone approx. 2.4ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.5ct, 5 grams, size P 1/2 £3000-4000

117

A 14ct rose gold paste set cross-over ring, size K, 5.8 grams £220-250

118

An 18ct white gold 5 stone diamond ring approx. 2.85ct, size N, 3.7 grams £2650-3250

119

A pair of 9ct white gold cultured pearl and diamond drop earrings, 4 grams, 25mm £240-280

120

A 9ct yellow gold curb link necklace, 5.9 grams, 40 cm £150-180

121

A pair of 9ct yellow gold knot ear studs, 16mm, 4.5 grams £110-140

122

A platinum oval emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre emerald approx. 0.79ct surrounded by brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 0.66ct and emeralds 0.25ct, the diamonds to the shoulders 0.06ct, size N 1/2, 4.8 grams
£1650-1950
There is a large fissure to the central emerald

123

A 9ct yellow gold mounted cameo portrait brooch 40mm x 35mm £130-160

124

An 18ct white gold 7 stone diamond cluster daisy ring approx. 1ct, size Q, 4.8 grams £1150-1350

125

A 9ct yellow gold marquise cut sapphire and paste set dress ring, 3.4 grams, size L £80-100

126

An 18ct yellow gold half eternity ring, size O 1/2, 2.8 grams £180-220
The ring is fairly scratched and heavily filed to test the gold, 6 of the diamonds are chipped. The diamonds are
each approx. 0.02ct

127

A pair of silver oval black Ethiopian opal ear studs £50-70

128

A 9ct yellow gold Egyptian design pendant and necklace 5.6 grams £140-180

129

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band, size L 1/2, 3 grams £70-90
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130

A 9ct yellow gold gem set locket and necklace 7.7 grams £190-240

131

A 9ct yellow gold oval engraved locket 3.6 grams £100-140

132

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring size R, 4.2 grams £100-140

133

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold keeper ring, size O, 4.1 grams £100-140

134

A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet 6.4 grams, 20cm £160-190

135

A pair of 9ct yellow gold drop earrings, 44mm, 2.2 grams £50-70

136

An 18ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet with triple chains, 30 grams, 20cm £580-680

137

A 9ct yellow gold spinning ring, size N 1/2, 5.8 grams £140-180

138

A 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.03ct, size Q, 2.5 grams together with a 9ct yellow gold
ring mount size T, 1.9 grams £40-60

139

A 9ct white gold diamond ring, size O 1/2, 2.4 grams £70-90

140

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set gents ring, 3.2 grams, size M £80-100

141

An 18ct yellow gold 2 colour bracelet 34 grams, 21cm £600-800

142

A pair of 9ct yellow gold octagonal cufflinks, 5.2 grams £130-160

143

An 18ct yellow gold flat link bracelet 21 grams, 19cm £380-480

144

A pair of 9ct yellow gold oval plain cufflinks, 6.4 grams £150-180

145

A gentleman's 10ct yellow gold cabochon cut hardstone ring, size R, 10.5 grams together with a gentleman's
yellow gold amethyst ring size T, 5.8 grams £100-150

146

A 14ct yellow gold diamond, ruby, emerald and sapphire ring, size T, 4 grams £190-240

147

A white gold diamond and emerald set cross pendant 3.5cm, 2.7 grams £100-150

148

A 9ct yellow gold gem set dress ring, size N 1/2, 2 grams £50-75

149

An 18ct yellow gold garnet and diamond cluster ring size R, 7.8 grams £120-150

150

A pair of 9ct yellow gold octagonal engraved cufflinks 5.2 grams £130-160

151

A Victorian high carat black opal set brooch engraved 1887, 4cm, gross weight 9.7 grams £100-150

152

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl and garnet eternity ring, 3.2 grams, size N £80-120

153

A 14ct rose gold 2 colour paste set ring 2.4 grams, size N £80-120

154

Two lady's 9ct yellow gold quartz set rings size P, 5.2 grams and size Q, 8 grams £80-120

155

A 9ct yellow gold rope twist necklace, 3 grams, 55cm £80-100

156

An Edwardian ladies silver fob watch with fancy Albert £40-60

157

A 9ct yellow gold 2 colour oval locket 38mm, gross 4.5 grams £110-140

158

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 1.9 grams, 35mm £50-75

159

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold paste set signet ring size N, 3.9 grams and a ditto 9ct yellow gold hardstone set
signet ring size Q, 6 grams £100-150

160

A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone paste set ring 2.3 grams, size L 1/2 £60-80

162

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 2 grams, 22mm £50-75

163

Four 9ct yellow gold gem set pendants 7 grams £60-80

164

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold cabochon cut tigers eye ring 2.5 grams, size X £60-80

165

Two yellow gold bar brooches together with a gold tie pin, 7.5 grams £40-60

166

An 18ct yellow gold oval tanzanite and diamond cluster ring, 1.5 grams, size Q £40-50

167

A white gold single stone diamond tie pin, approx. 0.10ct, 5.5cm £50-75

168

A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone garnet ring 2.1 grams, size Q £50-75

169

A white gold diamond set eternity ring 2.5 grams, size M 1/2 £40-60

170

A 9ct white gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.01ct, 1.9 grams, size L £50-75

171

A 9ct yellow gold cameo brooch together with 2 clip on earrings £40-60
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172

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 3.2 grams, 55cm £80-120

173

A 9ct yellow gold paste set cluster ring, 2.3 grams, size R £50-70

174

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size N, 4.8 grams £110-140

175

A 9ct yellow gold opal signet ring, 2.2 grams, size G 1/2 £60-80

176

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring size H 1/2, 2.9 grams and a 9ct yellow gold gem ring size P, 1.5
grams £60-80

177

A 9ct yellow gold sweetheart bar brooch and minor gold jewellery 11.5 grams £100-140

178

A 9ct yellow gold gatelink bracelet and minor gold jewellery 16.5 grams gross £150-180

179

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, the central oval cut stone approx. 1ct flanked by brilliant cut
diamonds each approx. 0.25ct, 4.8 grams, size Q together with a 9ct yellow gold opal and gem set ring 4.5
grams, size Q £100-150

180

A 9ct yellow gold carved cameo ring 4.8 grams, size R together with an 18ct enamel diamond and harstone
mourning ring 2.8 grams, size J £80-100

181

A 9ct yellow gold bangle, a ring and pendant 16.8 grams together with a 15ct gold bar brooch 1.5 grams
£150-180

182

A 9ct yellow gold Art Nouveau amethyst brooch 3.2 grams, 3.25cm together with a Victorian memorial brooch
£50-75

183

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring 4.2 grams, size K 1/2, approx. 0.20ct £50-75

184

A 9ct yellow gold 2 stone diamond cross-over ring, 1.6 grams size K, approx 0.5ct £80-120
There are visible inclusions to both stones and 1 is chipped

185

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold garnet ring size T 1/2, 3.9 grams, 2 Victorian gold rings size K, 3 grams £50-75

187

A Chinese yellow gold carved jade, diamond and sapphire Art Deco cocktail ring, size K 1/2, 5.2 grams, size K
1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
1 stone missing from base

188

A 14k yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, size Q, 4grams £80-100

189

A Sovereign 1902 £200-230

190

A 22ct wedding band, size Q, 2.9grams, a 9ct ditto, size R, 6 grams and 2 9ct gem rings, size L, 3 grams
£150-170

191

A Sovereign 1898 in a 2gram 9ct mount £200-230

192

A 9ct yellow gold St. Christopher pendant, a cross, 2 chains and a 9ct ring 8.7grams and a ladys 9ct wrist
watch £80-100

193

A rectangular silver engine turned cigarette box 17cm, London 1958 £100-150

194

A set of 6 silver mounted glass tots, 6.5cm £30-40

195

An Art Deco silver and green guilloche enamel dressing table set comprising 2 hair brushes, 2 clothes
brushes, hand mirror and comb, Birmingham 1930 £50-75
Both hair brushes are bruised

196

A Victorian silver melon shaped teapot with fruit finial and scroll handle, London 1856, 672 grams £180-240

197

A silver Armada dish with presentation inscription 272 grams, 17cm £60-90

198

11 Chinese silver spoons and minor cutlery 180 grams £40-60

199

An 800 standard bowl 17cm, 115 grams and minor silver ware including serviette rings and spoons, 250 grams
£70-90

200

An Edwardian silver travelling shaving brush with chased armorial, London 1906, 13cm £100-150

201

A silver card case Birmingham 1919, 50 grams, together with a silver match book holder, London 1917, 48
grams £80-100
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202

A Victorian repousse silver cream jug and sugar bowl Birmingham 1893, 92 grams £40-60

203

An Edwardian silver mounted cork shaped match striker Birmingham 1904 6cm and 2 others (all 3 are dented)
£30-50

204

A set of 6 sterling silver enamelled cockerel cocktail sticks and minor items, 36 grams weighable silver £40-60

205

A pair of Victorian repousse silver bon bon dishes Chester 1899 and an Adam style table salt Chester 1895,
236 grams £50-75

206

A Sterling silver shallow bowl with presentation inscription 176 grams, 17cm together with a repousse silver pill
box £40-60

207

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery etc, 470 grams £100-140

208

A silver model of a rose 16cm, 64 grams £30-40
One petal is detached

209

An Edwardian repousse silver rectangular dressing table tray decorated with flowers, Edinburgh 1900, maker
Hamilton and Inches, 28cm, 376 grams ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

210

A set of 12 silver teaspoons and tongs with beaded decoration, Birmingham 1930, cased, 290 grams £80-120

211

An Edwardian silver 3 piece tea set raised on splayed feet, Birmingham 1907, gross weight 1095 grams (
photo centre pages ) £300-400

212

A silver and guilloche enamel dressing table set comprising hand mirror, hair brush, clothes brush and comb
decorated with flowers, Birmingham 1961 £100-150
There is very minor bruising to the hand mirror

213

A Victorian silver 4 piece cruet Chester 1898 and minor items, 220 grams £50-75

214

An Edwardian silver dish on scroll feet London 1903, 300 grams, 20cm £80-120

215

A silver scent Birmingham 1922, 18cm together with a silver mounted hair tidy (rubbed marks) £40-60

216

A silver coaster with pierced rim London 1928 and a quantity of silver condiments etc, weighable silver 230
grams £60-80

217

A Continental repousse silver 2 handled shallow bowl decorated with scrolls and flowers 25cm, 766 grams
£400-450

218

A near pair of silver mounted globular salts, rubbed marks £30-40

219

An Edwardian repousse silver dome top stationery box with scrolls and flowers having a vacant cartouche,
maker William Comyns, 31cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

220

An Art Deco silver 2 handled tapered trophy with presentation inscription, London 1928, 444 grams, 20cm
£120-160

221

A matched 4 piece silver condiment and spoons, mixed dates, 206 grams £180-220

222

A silver 3 piece condiment and spoons, Birmingham 1923, 112 grams £90-120

223

A silver epergne with 4 tapered vases on a round base, Sheffield 1918, 35cm £400-500
This item is generally in good condition but there are several minor dents. All of the vases appear in good
condition and should not leak

224

A Queen Anne style silver 4 piece tea and coffee set Birmingham 1953, gross weight 1660 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £500-700

225

An Edwardian silver tapered posy vase Chester 1901 26cm and 2 others, weighable silver 140 grams £40-60
All vases are dented

226

A cased set of 6 Edwardian teaspoons and tongs with bright cut decoration Sheffield 1902, together with 6
teaspoons Sheffield 1932, 164 grams £40-60

227

A pair of Victorian shell butter dishes London 1875, 216 grams, 11.5cm £450-500

228

A Continental 800 standard silver model of a miniature grand piano, 172 grams, 9cm £100-150
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229

A pair of modern silver pepperettes Birmingham 1982, 17.2 grams £30-50

230

A Continental 925 silver miniature 2 handled tray 17cm, 105 grams £50-75

231

A 19th Century Continental silver gilt mirror 13cm and a ditto propelling pencil £200-250

232

A Continental 925 silver model of a pair of folding step ladders with a paint pot and brush, 7.5cm, 35 grams
£50-75

233

A 19th Century gold oval seal 8.1 grams, 3.5cm £200-250

234

A Continental 800 standard model of a bureau bookcase, 11cm, 115 grams £100-150

235

A set of 4 graduated silver mounted horn beakers London 1877 £220-260

236

A pair of cast silver grape scissors with fox and vinous handles London 1960, 16cm, 100 grams £50-75

237

A silver model of a padlock 8.5cm £100-150

238

A miniature silver 4 piece demi-fluted tea set and tray Birmingham 1969 and 1970, 63 grams £50-75

239

A Georgian rounded rectangular engine turned silver snuff box with gilt interior, 9cm, 81 grams together with
an Edwardian silver snuff box Birmingham 1901 5cm £300-350

240

A Continental filigree silver fan 9cm and a ditto octagonal box 5cm, 41 grams £30-50

241

A Victorian silver gilt caddy spoon with mask handle and shell bowl, 51 grams, 13cm £100-150

242

A repousse silver rectangular snuff box decorated with cherubs London 1977, 24 grams, 4cm £40-60

243

A novelty silver propelling pencil in the form of a champagne bottle, a micro mosaic quill holder, a novelty pen
in the form of an umbrella and top hat and 1 other pen £300-350

244

A Continental Rococo style silver miniature 5 piece tea set, 95 grams £100-150

245

A Georgian silver rounded rectangular nutmeg grater 3.5cm £380-480

246

A novelty 925 standard model of a telephone 3.5cm, 15 grams £30-40

247

A silver mounted mother of pearl 19th Century thermometer 9cm £250-300

248

A Continental 925 standard silver model of a bird cage on stand 8.5cm, 19 grams £30-40

249

An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1911, 2 silver mounted compasses and a key ring £40-60

250

A 19th Century Indian baluster silver mug with S scroll handle, 218 grams, 10cm £200-250

251

An octagonal silver engine turned vesta Birmingham 1919, 2 others, 6 grams £100-140

252

A Michelsen, a pair of silver gilt and enamel spoon and fork, 88 grams £90-120

253

An Edwardian style sterling silver and enamelled vest in the form of a sentry box 5.5cm, 38 grams £120-150

254

Eight Continental silver souvenir spoons 86 grams £60-80

255

A pair of novelty silver figural sugar tongs in the form of an acrobat 10cm, 32 grams £150-180

256

A cased set of 6 silver mounted peppers, London 1868, 6cm £250-300

257

A mother of pearl mounted novelty sterling silver owl rattle, 7cm £45-55

258

A Victorian silver mounted and engraved mother of pearl fruit knife, marks rubbed, 9cm, cased (a/f) £35-45

259

A 9ct yellow gold dolphin charm 0.8 grams £20-30

260

A silver bangle, other bangles, a cameo and other brooches and a quantity of silver jewellery etc £70-90

261

A pair of 9ct 2 colour twist earrings, 1 gram £25-35

262

An Edwardian silver plaque bracelet decorated birds £100-120

263

A Scottish silver brooch decorated with a Knorr Glasgow 1902 together with a Scottish silver hardstone inlaid
circular brooch, gross 70 grams £70-90

264

A 9ct yellow gold pear shaped pendant and chain 1.5 grams £25-35

265

Two pairs of silver cufflinks and 6 silver dress rings, gross weight 40 grams £30-40

266

A 9ct rose gold pendant and chain 1.2 grams £35-45

267

A silver cased pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, 5cm £30-40
The watch is working, the dial is cracked
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268

A pair of yellow gold hoop earrings 1.3 grams £35-45

269

An Edwardian silver cased keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, dial inscribed Harris Stone Leeds,
in a 50mm case with original key £80-120
This watch is not currently working. The catch for the hinged dial is loose. There is some light pitting to the dial
and some minor scratches to the case.

270

A pair of 9ct white gold hoop earrings, 1 gram £25-35

271

A gunmetal pocket watch inscribed Cortebert with seconds at 6 o'clock together with a gilt metal Albert and
minor watches £30-40

272

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings, 1.3 grams £30-40

273

A silver marcasite brooch and a quantity of silver jewellery and coins £100-150

274

A silver card case Birmingham 1937, 60 grams £60-80

275

A collection of silver charms 24 grams £30-40

276

A silver engraved bangle and minor silver jewellery £30-40

277

A pair of 9ct yellow gold pear shaped earrings 1.1 grams £30-40

278

A silver bangle with pierced floral decoration and minor silver jewellery £50-75

279

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size P, 1.7 grams £40-50

280

A silver mounted hardstone seal and silver Albert £30-40

281

A silver card case with engraved floral decoration 97 grams, Chester 1918 £80-120

282

A coral 2 strand necklace with a gold clasp 44cm, ditto bracelet and minor jewellery £40-60

283

A Victorian silver pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock Chester 1896, 5cm, complete with key £40-60
This watch is in working order

284

A pair of 9ct yellow gold half hoop earrings 1.4 grams £35-45

285

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery, 131 grams £30-40

286

A pair of 9ct yellow gold twist hoop earrings 1.4 grams £35-45

287

A double strand of imitation pearls 30cm and minor costume jewellery £25-35

288

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 1.3 grams £35-45

289

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Smiths wristwatch on a gilt bracelet, a silver bangle and a gilt ring £25-35

290

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 1 gram £25-35

291

A silver necklace and a quantity of silver jewellery, 220 grams £50-70

292

A 9ct yellow gold ingot pendant 8.3 grams £200-250

293

A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed Thomas Yates Preston,
London 1886, contained in a 50mm case with key £100-150
There are some minor dents to the back of the case and there are numerous scratches to the inner back cover
around the winding aperture

294

A pair of oval silver cufflinks decorated with golfers, 8.5 grams £25-35

295

A double strand cultured pearl necklace with gem set 9ct gold clasp 35cm, a double strand of black and white
pearls with gold clasp and minor jewellery £80-120

296

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 1.3 grams £35-45

297

A Continental 925 silver whistle in the form of a dogs head 9.7 grams, 4cm £40-50

298

A quantity of silver coinage including United Kingdom and America 150 grams £30-40

299

A pair of 9ct yellow gold oval hoop earrings 1.7 grams £45-65

300

A silver curb link bracelet 64 grams £40-50

301

A pair of 925 standard silver 2 colour Masonic cufflinks £30-40

302

A silver bear pendant and chain 5 grams £20-30
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303

A novelty sterling silver pin cushion in the form of a camel 16 grams gross, 3cm £35-45

304

A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring 1.6 grams, size P £40-50

305

A lady's 1970's Timex wristwatch and minor watches, 3 commemorative crowns and a small collection of
souvenir spoons etc £25-35

306

A 925 standard silver enamelled ladybird brooch 7.9 grams, 3cm £40-50

307

An Edwardian silver keywind pocket watch Chester 1903 50mm, a ditto Chester 1880 50mm and a lady's
Edwardian fob watch together with a carved fruitwood watch hold £50-75
None of the watches are working

308

A 925 standard silver swivel seal 11 grams £30-40

309

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cultured pearl ear studs 0.4 grams £25-35

310

A 925 standard silver shell shaped box 16 grams, 3cm £45-55

311

A pair of 9ct yellow gold squared hoop earrings 0.8 grams £20-30

312

A Tiffany sterling silver money clip and 2 Links rings, 42 grams £30-40

313

A pair of Georgian silver tongs with shell bowls 12cm £70-90

314

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery £30-40

315

A Continental repousse silver heart shaped box and 4 miniature items £70-90

316

A silver gatelink bracelet and padlock, 19 grams £30-40

317

A silver enamelled brooch and minor costume jewellery £30-40

318

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring 1.7 grams, size M £40-60

319

A lady's Marvin wristwatch and minor jewellery £20-30

320

A silver propelling pencil Birmingham 1914 7cm £20-30

321

A lady's steel cased bi-metallic Rotary calendar quartz wristwatch boxed £30-40
This watch is not working

322

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone graduated diamond ring approx. 1.59ct, 2.9 grams, size L 1/2 £1650-1950

323

A sterling silver Art Nouveau style pendant decorated with a figure, 5cm, 15 grams £30-40

324

A pair of 18ct rose gold single stone diamond solitaire ear studs approx. 0.48ct, 1 grams £580-640

325

An Edwardian circular silver vesta with chased floral decoration 1907 and 2 others, 55 grams £70-90

326

An 18ct white gold oval emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.2ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 1ct, 5.3 grams, size N £1950-2250

327

A 9ct yellow gold 5 stone garnet ring, 1.3 grams, size N £35-45

328

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 1.11ct, 2.1 grams £1300-1600

329

A Victorian cameo pendant and minor costume jewellery £25-35

330

A pair of silver Ethiopian opal ear studs £60-80

331

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 0.6 grams £20-30

332

A 9ct yellow gold oval emerald and diamond cluster pendant 0.12ct of diamonds, approx 2ct emerald, 2.2
grams, 22mm £480-540

333

An Edwardian repousse silver serpentine dressing table tray decorated with masks and angels London 1905,
maker William Comyns, 32cm, 298 grams £100-150

334

A 9ct yellow gold rectangular emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 0.98ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.06ct, 3 grams, size L £350-450

335

A sterling silver figure of a lamp together with a bookmark and thimble 39 grams £30-40

336

A silver sports medal together with a gentleman's silver and enamel signet ring 18 grams gross £25-35

337

A silver cigarette case Birmingham 1913, 1 other a sterling dish, pendant and thimble, 334 grams £70-90
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338

A silver 3 piece demi-fluted tea set with ebony mounts, Sheffield 1907 and London 1906 and 1907, gross
weight 984 grams £200-300

339

A pair of George IV silver fiddle pattern tablespoons London 1828, 2 cased sets, minor spoons and napkin
rings, 462 grams £100-150

340

A 9ct white gold pearl and diamond pendant on a ditto chain 3.4 grams £300-350

341

A Continental repousse silver model of a bench, ditto side table and 2 chairs, 50 grams £50-75

342

A pair of 18ct white gold diamond scroll ear studs, 1.5ct, 4.1 grams £1650-1950

343

A pair of Victorian 800 standard silver mounted ewers with engraved monogram 22cm £120-160

344

A pair of 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond ear studs, sapphires approx. 3ct, diamonds 0.06ct, 1.5
grams £240-280

345

A silver Queen Anne style octagonal sugar caster London 1967, 18cm, 170 grams £40-60

346

A pair of 18ct yellow gold rectangular emerald and diamond ear studs, emeralds approx. 0.6ct, diamonds
0.3ct, 1.4 grams £600-700

347

A silver desk top timepiece with enamelled dial, seconds at 6 o'clock, Dublin 1946, engraved monogram 9cm
£30-40
This timepiece is not working

348

A pair of platinum single stone diamond ear studs approx 0.3ct, 0.3 grams £300-350

349

A silver pedestal mustard Birmingham 1932 and minor condiments, weighable silver 85 grams £30-40

350

A cultured pearl bracelet with 9ct clasp 18cm £100-140

351

An Edwardian silver trophy cup with presentation inscription Birmingham 1902, 11cm, minor spoons, 138
grams £30-50

352

A pair of 9ct yellow gold black cultured pearl ear drops 12mm £65-85

353

A Victorian silver mounted cut glass spirit decanter with locking stopper, London 1899, 19cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

354

A string of cultured pearls 43cm with a 9ct clasp £180-220

355

An Edwardian circular silver compact and 3 pencils £30-50

356

A string of pink cultured pearls with a 9ct clasp 44cm £220-280

357

An Edwardian silver napkin ring Birmingham 1901, 3 others and minor cutlery, weighable silver 176 grams
£50-75

358

A string of purple cultured pearls with a 9ct clasp 44cm £220-280

359

A silver cased christening set Sheffield 1911, napkin rings and minor cutlery, weighable silver 275 grams
£70-90

360

A string of cultured pearls 80cm £200-250

361

A Continental miniature silver miniature wall clock 7cm, 29 grams £50-75

362

An emerald triple strand round carved bead necklace 60cm £180-240

363

A circular silver salver with Chippendale rim on scroll feet, Birmingham 1954, 39cm diam. 1220 grams
£300-400

364

A string of cultured pearls with a 9ct clasp 44cm £160-190

365

A silver engine turned square compact 7cm, 4 napkin rings, 3 cased sets £30-40

366

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cultured pearl earrings 2cm, 1.7 grams £65-95

367

A matched set of Victorian silver fiddle pattern cutlery comprising 12 table spoons, 12 dessert spoons, 12 tea
spoons, 12 dessert forks, 12 dinner forks, mixed dates London 1843, 46, 66 and later, 3030 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £800-1000
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368

A Continental silver flared neck beaker with simple band of engraving 166 grams, 13cm £60-80

369

A silver presentation cup Birmingham 1918, 106 grams, 13cm £30-40

370

An Edwardian repousse silver hand mirror Sheffield 1910, a brush and 2 clothes brushes £30-40
The hand mirror is holed and the other 3 items are worn

371

An Edwardian silver backed dressing table mirror Birmingham 1909, minor silver mounted items etc £60-80

372

A silver helmet shaped sugar scuttle and minor plated wares £30-40

373

A large quantity of plated kings pattern cutlery £80-120

374

A silver plated salver 30cm and minor plated wares £20-30

375

A quantity of plated cutlery £25-35

376

An Edwardian plated mounted oak 3 bottle tantalus with 3 decanters £40-60
All decanters have minor chips

377

A silver plated basting spoon and minor plated wares £25-35

378

An oval silver plated 2 handled galleried tray 64cm together with 5 pairs of plated candlesticks £40-60

379

A silver plated swing handled basket and a quantity of plated wares £40-60

380

A 19th Century yellow gold cabochon cut garnet ring 9.5 grams, size P £100-150

381

A Victorian silver mounted cameo brooch and a quantity of Victorian and other jewellery £50-75

382

A set of cased silver teaspoons Birmingham 1911, 2 other cased sets, 220 grams together with 2 plated table
salts £60-80

383

A plated Kings pattern ladle and basting spoon £30-40

384

A silver plated coaster and minor plated cutlery etc £30-40

385

A silver plated fluted dish and minor plated wares £30-40

386

An Adam style plated 2 handled tureen and cover with ladle £30-40

387

An Edwardian silver plated swing handled basket 30cm, a silver topped scent bottle and minor plated wares
£30-40

388

An oval plated meat dish and minor plated cutlery £25-35

389

A modern plated mounted mahogany 2 bottle tantalus with key £30-40

390

A silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated wares £30-40

391

A silver plated berry spoon, coffee pot and minor plated wares £20-30

392

A silver plated 2 handled champagne cooler 25cm, a teapot and vase £40-60

393

A silver plated circular repousse cake stand with mirrored top 38cm diam. contained in a pine box £50-100

394

12 silver handled dessert knives, 12 matching dinner knives and minor plated cutlery £40-60

395

A 3 drawer oak canteen containing a quantity of plated cutlery £30-50

396

A silver plated sauce boat and minor plated wares £30-40

397

A quantity of bead necklaces £30-50

398

A quantity of hardstone and other necklaces £30-40

399

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £50-75

400

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £40-60

401

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery including brooches etc £50-75

402

A quantity of wristwatches £30-40

403

A silver charm bracelet and minor costume jewellery £40-60

404

A pair of sterling silver cufflinks and minor costume jewellery £30-50

405

An Edwardian silver plated mounted cut glass lemonade jug the finial in the form surmounted a child riding a
swan, having a mask handle with floral swags and festoons and a cut glass body 30cm h £80-120
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406

A quantity of pre 1947 silver coinage, 600 grams £200-250

407

A quantity of pre 1947 silver coinage, 400 grams £80-120

408

A Charles I shilling £60-80

409

A quantity of pre 1947 silver coinage 100 grams, a silver frame and minor silver jewellery £40-60

410

Five early English hammered silver coins £60-80

411

An 1887 crown and minor coins, 68 grams £30-40

412

An Augustus bronze coin, a Hadrian Denarius ditto £60-80

413

A silver gilt commemorative crown London Bridge March 1973 £30-40

414

A quantity of Victorian and other bronze coinage £20-30

415

Two World War One Victory medals to 2/Lieut.R.Woodhead.R.A.F and 117140 PNR.H.Lonsdale.R.E. £20-30

416

A 1971 proof dollar and minor coinage £30-40

417

Minor world coins £25-35

418

A Cabinet War Rooms commemorative bronze medallion and minor coins £25-35

419

An 1804 bank of England dollar/5 shillings £50-75

420

A quantity of mainly UK coins and commemorative crowns £25-35

421

A quantity of Roman coins and artefacts £80-100

422

A First World War pair of medals to 38059 Pte.J.Swift York.R together with a death plaque and envelope
£80-120

423

A World War One pair of medals to J.61709 H.Haigh.A.B.R.N together with posting box and together with a
gas mask £50-75

424

A grould of World War Two miniature medals comprising 1939-45, Africa Star with 8th Army Bar, Italy Star,
Defence and War medal, 4 WWII medals, an Imperial Service medal and minor badges etc, together with a
gas mask £40-60

425

A London Mint Office Waterloo 200 presentation medallion collection including a 14ct, 7 gram proof coin
£100-150

426

A London Mint Office Fabula Aurum Collection of 12 9ct yellow gold commemorative crowns, each 1 gram,
cased and boxed £130-160

427

Three London Mint Office commemorative 9ct gold coins, each 1.2 grams, a Guernsey five pound silver
commemorative crown 2013 and a 2012 silver Britannia crown 32.4 grams £80-120

428

A collection of World War Two and other cap badges, enamelled pins and badges £30-40

429

Sixteen 10 shilling banknotes, fifteen one pound notes and a 1935 five pound bank note £30-50

430

A collection enamelled and other pin badges including a silver sports medallion £30-40

431

A Royal Air Force cloth badge and minor cloth badges together with medallions and coins and a framed
photograph of Douglas Bader with medal ribbons £30-40

432

A sterling silver RBP jewel 56 grams, 3 plated ditto, 4 bronze and 1 enamelled £30-50

433

A collection of enamelled and other lapel badges and pins £30-50

434

A Thorens double claw automatic cigarette lighter and 5 others together with a plated cigarette case and a
leather ditto £60-80

435

A gentleman's Dupont gold plated petrol cigarette lighter £40-60

436

A lady's Dupont gold plated petrol cigarette lighter in leather holder £40-60

437

A cased Art Deco two colour plastic desk set £25-35

438

A 19th Century Continental enamel on copper triptych contained in an oak frame depicting Christ on the Cross
with attendants 19cm £100-150
All 3 panels have minor chips and scratches
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439

A pair of 19th Century Continental enamel panels on copper showing a deer hunting scene and interior scene
with figures a laid dining table, framed 17cm x 14cm £100-150
There are minor scratches to both panels

440

43 cased UK coins sets £30-40

441

A quantity of world coins £30-40

442

A Distinguished Flying Cross group of 6 medals to Wing Commander L W Goodman RAF/Royal Artillery
comprising Distinguished Flying Cross, the reverse dated 1942, 1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe, Defence and
War medal with mention in dispatch, George VI issue Territorial decoration dated 1950 with 2 bars, together
with a black and white photograph of recipient and air crew, pilots log book form 1414 with entries from
1941-1945 £2000-3000

443

A Distinguished Flying medal group of 5 medals to 1264568 Flight Sergeant A F Lacey RAF comprising
George VI issue Distinguished Flying medal, 39-45 Star, Defence and War medal together with South African
Air Force Observers or Air Gunners log book to 156 Squadron with dates from August 1943 to June 1945 (
photo centre pages ) £1800-2400

444

A silver hammered pattern cup and cover with fruitwood handle, the base London 1990, the lid London 1980,
maker MBS, 418 grams gross, 9cm £80-120

445

A mid Victorian pierced silver swing handled sugar bowl with cranberry glass liner, rubbed date letter 192
grams £70-90
There are minor chips to the liner

446

A General Service medal Army RAF 1918-1962 Elizabeth II issue 1 bar Canal Zone to Lac W J Budd
(4103890) Royal Air Force, together with Royal Air Force certificate of service dated 1955, Royal Air Force
airman's service book together with letter of issue and cardboard presentation box £150-200

447

A 19th Century painted ivory miniature of the Taj Mahal, oval, 3cm x 3.5cm together with a modern pair of
painted mother pearl plaques with landscape views, framed as pair, 4cm x 3cm £40-60

448

A medal group comprising 1939-45 star, Burma star, War Medal and Fire Service Long Service Medal to
Sub.Offr. Sidney F Imber together with minor badges etc £50-80

449

A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £40-60

450

A North American beadwork belt with shell terminals £50-80

451

An Edwardian silver topped walking cane together with a walking stick £20-30

452

A 9ct yellow gold double heart paste set pendant 2.3 grams, 35mm £30-40

453

An 18ct yellow gold crossover diamond ring 5.6 grams, size P £230-280
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
501

A 20th Century Dresden cup and cover decorated with panels of instruments with mask handles 38cm ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150

502

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern diamond shaped dish with pierced handles 29cm £50-75

503

A 20th Century German porcelain centrepiece with pierced and applied floral decoration, the base with children
beneath an apple tree, 30cm £50-75
Several petals are chipped

504

A pair of modern Dresden porcelain figures of seated deer before floral encrusted trees, raised on rocky bases
15cm ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

505

A modern Dresden porcelain urn with twin handles decorated with a landscape panel, raised on square base
19cm £50-75

506

A Baccarat Crystal decanter and stopper 31cm, boxed £50-75

507

A modern Dresden desk set comprising 2 section paper holder decorated with flowers 14cm, a ditto 2 bottle ink
stand 20cm, a pen tray 23cm and a paper knife 19cm £50-75

508

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a goose girl 527, 24cm £40-60

509

A Beswick figure "Spirit of the Wind" H2688, brown gloss modelled by Graham Tonge 20.3cm, together with a
ditto horse, head tucked up, leg up H1549 brown gloss, modelled by Pal Zalmen 19.1cm £30-40
The figure with head tucked has a small chip to the back right hoof. Both are otherwise in good condition.

510

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a milkmaid with cow, 779 17cm £40-60

511

A modern Dresden porcelain lidded bowl and cover decorated with flowers 12cm, a ditto bowl 6cm, an ink
stand 9cm together with a shop display plaque 6cm £40-60
The inkwell is chipped

512

A pair of Doulton Slaters 2 handled vases 8cm and a pair of Doulton Silicon baluster vases 9cm £30-40

513

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain 2 handled vase decorated with panels of flowers on a square base 20cm
together with a 20th Century 2 handled Italian pierced porcelain basket 27cm £40-60
The basket is missing a foot

514

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a shepherd with 2 sheep 627 29cm £40-60
The sheep has a chipped ear

515

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain 2 handled vase decorated with flowers on a square base 28cm £40-60

516

A pair of Mappin & Webb cut glass brandy glasses 12cm, boxed £30-40

517

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain 2 handled vase and cover decorated with floral swags 39cm £60-80

518

A Beswick figure of a stocky jogging mare, palomino gloss H855 modelled by Arthur Greddington 16cm £30-40

519

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a lady with goats 694, 23cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

520

A MacIntyre & Co Burslem shallow dish decorated with stylised flower heads 23cm £30-40
There is some minor wear to the gilding

521

A Herend shell shaped dish decorated with butterflies and flowers 23cm £40-60

522

A Portuguese Palissy style wall plaque decorated with a lobster and shellfish 33cm £40-60
This lot does have some minor chips
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523

A Lladro baluster vase decorated with scrolling flowers with flared neck 48cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

524

Two topless pin doll figures 6.5cm and 5cm, 9 others £30-50
Three have minor chips

525

A pair of Beswick Victorian style Staffordshire spaniels 1378/3 with gilt decoration 25cm £30-40

526

Two Royal Doulton figures - Christmas Morn HN1992 17cm and The Old Balloon Seller HN1315 19cm £20-30

527

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain circular box and cover with applied flowers 14cm £30-40

528

A B & G figure of a standing boy 1759 14cm, a ditto figure of a seated boy drinking from a mug 1713 13cm
£30-40

529

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a standing boy holding a teddybear 3468 19cm £30-40

530

A B & G figure of a bird 1776 11cm, a Rosenthal figure of a bird 10cm £20-30

531

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a robin 2266 6cm, ditto figure of a swallow by B & G 1635 6cm £30-40

532

A Royal Worcester figure - Friday's child is loving and giving 15cm £25-35

533

A Royal Crown Derby baluster vase, the blue and gold ground decorated with a panel of spring flowers 9cm
(with a similar lid), together with a ditto 2 handled vase the pale blue ground decorated with a panel of flowers
20cm £30-40
The 2nd item has a restored handle

534

A B & G figure of a kingfisher 1619 12cm £30-50

535

A Royal Copenhagen group of 2 budgerigars sitting on a trunk 649 18cm £30-50

536

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a boy whittling 905 19cm £30-50

537

A Beswick figure "Huntsman" style 2, model no. 1501 brown gloss with red jacket, modelled by Arthur
Greddington 21cm together with 4 hounds and a fox £70-100
One horse's leg is stuck

538

A Beswick figure "Huntswoman" style 2 with rocking horse grey body and black gloss jacket, 21cm, modelled
by Arthur Greddington ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

539

A 19th Century mug with landscape views 9cm (some wear to the gilding) and a 19th Century figure of a lady
beside a camel raised on a rococo base 20cm (heavily restored) £20-30

540

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a goose girl raised on a round base 529 23cm £40-60

541

A Mats Jonasson paperweight decorated with a heron no.3266 17cm together with a ditto of a robin 7203 6cm
£30-40

542

A Doulton Lambeth puzzle jug "From Mother Earth reclaim my birth, I made a joke for man, but now I'm here
filled with good cheer, come taste me if you can" 17cm, a ditto beaker with plated collar 14cm and a bowl with
wavy rim 6cm (chipped) £30-50

543

A Doulton Lambeth commemorative jug 1837 - 1897 19cm, together with a preserve pot and lid decorated with
hunting scene X8964 10cm £30-40
The 2nd item has a chipped lid

544

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain tea caddy and cover the ochre ground with panels of flowers 12cm, together
with a pair of ditto twin handled vases decorated with flowers 13cm £40-60

545

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain pierced pedestal bowl, the pink ground decorated with flowers 23cm £50-75

546

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight or a water buffalo with gold stopper £40-60

547

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight Majestic Cat with gold stopper limited edition no.1536/3500
13cm, ditto Marmalade with gold stopper no.1184/2500 13cm, ditto cat (no stopper and second) 13cm and
another (no stopper) 13cm £30-50
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548

Three Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweights - Parson Jack Russell Terrier with gold stopper 12cm,
Molly with gold stopper 11cm and Labrador with gold stopper 15cm £50-75

549

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight American Spaniel with gold stopper 11cm and ditto Rough
Collie with gold stopper 15cm £40-60

550

Three Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern donkey paperweights - donkey foal with gold stopper 8cm, donkey with
gold stopper 11cm and a ditto with gold stopper 11cm £40-60

551

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight of a faun with gold stopper (stuck ear) 15cm, ditto faun with
silver stopper 15cm £25-35

552

Eight Beswick Beatrix potter figures - Anna Maria 8cm, Good Tiptoes 9cm, Mr Benjamin Bunny and Peter
Rabbit 10cm, Mr Drake Puddle Duck 10cm, Cottontail 9cm, Samuel Whiskers 9cm, The Old Woman Who
Lived in a Shoe 6cm and Mr Jeremy Fisher 8cm £40-60

553

Four Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Little Black Rabbit 10cm, Chippy Hackee 9cm, Sally Henny Penny 10cm,
Cecily Parsley 10cm together with a Beswick rustic stand 32cm £50-75

554

Eight Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Timmy Tiptoes 9cm, Benjamin Bunny 10cm, Jemima Puddleduck 10cm,
Mrs Tiggy Winkle Takes Tea 8cm, Squirrel Nutkin 9cm, Mrs Rabbit 10cm, Timmy Tiptoes 9cm and Hunca
Munca 6cm £40-50

555

Seven Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Tommy Rock 9cm, Hunca Munca Sweeping 9cm, The Old Woman
Who Lived in a Shoe 9cm, Lady Mouse from Tailor of Gloucester 10cm, Mrs Tiggy Winkle 9cm, Mr Jackson
7cm and Fierce Bad Rabbit 12cm £40-50

556

A Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure - Jemima Puddle Duck 19cm, ditto Foxy Whiskered Gentleman 19cm and
a ditto Beswick figure ECF3 Gardener Rabbit 16cm (small chip to ear) £30-40

557

Seven Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Tom Kitten 9cm, Foxy Whiskered Gentleman 12cm, Old Mr Brown 9cm,
Mr Benjamin Bunny 12cm, Jemima Puddle Duck Made a Feathered Nest 6cm, Poorly Peter Rabbit 10cm,
Cousin Ribby 9cm and a Royal Albert ditto Benjamin Wakes Up 7cm £40-60

558

Four Waterford Crystal tapered wine glasses 16cm £40-60

559

A Poole Pottery cylindrical green ground vase with stylised fruits 29cm, a Studio vase with tulip neck 23cm, a
Japanese baluster vase 20cm and a Adderley ginger jar converted to electricity 17cm £40-60

560

A set of 4 Coalport Caughley mask head graduated jugs decorated with flowers 18cm, 16cm, 14cm and 12cm
£50-75

561

A Nao figure of a lady holding a kitten with parasol 30cm together with 2 Spode figures Henrietta 26cm and
Emma 26cm designed by Pauline Shone £30-40

562

An Aynsley cottage garden bell 8cm, a lidded jar, 2 vases, an egg box and dish £30-40

563

A 20th Century Dresden porcelain table lamp the ochre ground with a panel of spring flowers 28cm £40-60

564

A 20th Century Austrian set of 6 coffee cups and 6 saucers with fete gallant panels £30-40

565

A Portuguese ceramic ewer and cover with beast handle decorated with birds and animals 38cm £40-60
There is a minor chip to the lid

566

A Nao figure of a seated ballet dancer 14cm, a Continental figure of a ballet dancer 27cm £30-40

567

A Melba Ware figure of a standing bull 15cm £40-50

568

A set of 6 Webb Crystal whisky tumblers, boxed £30-40

569

Two Royal Doulton figures - Drummer Boy HN2679 20cm and Past Glory HN2484 19cm together with 6 Royal
Doulton Christmas plates 20cm £40-50
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570

A set of 4 (and 1) Victorian ribbon plates decorated with cherubs at pursuits, signed F A Mason 1891, 23cm (5)
£40-60
There are some minor scratches to the plate decorated a fairy riding a feather and the plate decorated the girl
holding a frog. All are otherwise in good condition.

571

A cut glass fruit bowl with hobnail cut decoration 26cm £20-30

572

A cut glass baluster water jug 18cm, a squat jug 11cm, a ewer 27cm and a mallet shaped decanter with
mushroom stopper (decanter lip and stopper chipped) 24cm £20-30

573

A Beswick figure of a swish tail horse H1182 gloss, modelled by Arthur Greddington 22.2cm £30-40
The figure's left ear has been repaired. It is otherwise in good condition.

574

Six Waterford Crystal Curraghmore sherry glasses 15cm £40-60

575

Six Waterford Crystal Curraghmore small wine glasses 16.5cm £50-75

576

Six Waterford Crystal Curraghmore wine glasses 18.5cm £50-75

577

Four Waterford Crystal Curraghmore champagne flutes £40-60

578

Six Waterford Crystal Curraghmore pattern hock glasses £50-75

579

Four cut crystal whisky tumblers, 6 ditto tots and 6 liqueurs £30-40

580

Two Rosenthal birds 9cm, a German ditto 12cm £20-30

581

A Beswick figure of a standing piebald horse 17cm, ditto Appaloosa with crooked left leg, a pottery figure of a
shire horse and a pony £30-50

582

A Royal Doulton jardiniere with leaf decoration, base with impressed mark and 2109, 26cm h x 24cm diam.
£30-50
The base has been drilled

583

A circular Waterford Crystal cut glass fruit bowl 10cm x 25cm diam. boxed £40-60

584

A pair of Continental pottery table lamps in the form of urns, raised on square bases 38cm x 17cm x 13cm
£40-60

585

A Japanese Imari charger with panelled decoration, urn and flowers to the centre, 46cm diam. £40-60

586

A Japanese Imari style table lamp in the form of an urn with floral decoration 38cm h x 18cm diam. £30-50

587

A plaster table lamp in the form of a seated cherub 69cm x 25cm £30-50
Some chips to the base

588

A cut glass oval liqueur decanter and stopper 21cm together with 4 19th Century sherry glasses 12cm £20-30
The decanter has minor chips to the rim and the stopper has chips to the stopper end and some minor nibbles
to the faceted edges. 2 of the glasses have a tiny nibble to the rim but are otherwise in good condition.

589

A Lladro figure of a seated clown with accordion, the base marked Lladro 12, 47cm h £40-60

590

A Lladro figure of a seated jockey, base impressed 14 £35-45

591

A pair of blue and white cylindrical stick stands decorated willow pattern 46cm h x 20cm diam. £50-75

592

Eight Wedgwood blue Jasperware Easter eggs 1977, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84 and 85, 3cm x 6cm x 4cm, ditto
diamond shaped dish 14cm x 11cm and a circular dish 11cm £30-50

593

A pair of Edwardian tazza print ribbon plates decorated with fruits 23cm, 9 others, 2 dishes and a basket
£20-30
Only the first 2 items are in good condition, the remainder have minor chips or cracks

594

A Royal Worcester floral patterned 12 piece coffee service, boxed £40-60

595

A Sevres porcelain red and gilt banded twin handled dish 10cm x 15cm (cracked) together with a circular
Noritake bowl the interior decorated a landscape 11cm x 23cm £30-50
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596

A Victorian oak 3 division decanter box with hinged lid and brass handles 28cm x 24cm x 24cm containing 2
associated square cut glass decanters and stoppers (1 chip to rim) together with a club shaped decanter and
stopper 25cm £40-60
The decanter compartments measure 10cm x 10cm, the brass plaque to the box is missing

597

A 19th Century Japanese blue and white charger decorated pagoda and trees the base with stilt marks 46cm
diam. £50-75

598

A 19th Century Japanese blue and white charger decorated chrysanthemums 41cm, base with stilt marks
£50-75

599

A 19th Century Staffordshire Toby jug 23cm and a later ditto 17cm £20-30
The 2nd item is stuck

600

A Shelley 19 piece tea service comprising 2 square twin handled plates, 6 tea plates (3 cracked), sugar bowl
(cracked), cream jug, 5 cups, 6 saucers (1 cracked), bases marked Shelley 11477 £40-60

601

Spode for Thomas Goode & Co., an 8 piece green and gilt banded and floral pattern dessert service with 2
bowls 22cm x 21cm (1 chipped) and 6 plates 23cm (3 chipped), together with a Rockingham style 7 piece
green and gilt with floral decoration dessert service - 2 oval bowls 28cm x 21cm and 5 plates (1 cracked)
£50-75

602

A cut glass water jug 17cm (crack to handle of jug) and 2 cut glass fruit bowls 22cm and 18cm £30-40

603

A DCM Derby style 21 piece tea service comprising twin handled plate, 6 tea plates, cream jug, sugar bowl, 6
cups and 6 saucers, together with a 15 piece Japanese eggshell porcelain coffee service decorated a parrot
with coffee pot, twin handled sugar bowl, cream jug, 6 coffee cans and 6 saucers £30-50
In the Derby style service 1 cup is cracked, 1 is broken, in the Japanese service 1 saucer is cracked

604

A 43 piece Royal Albert Old Country Rose pattern dinner/tea service comprising 8 dinner plates, 8 tea plates, 8
side plates, twin handled plate, 7 pudding bowls, cream jug, sugar bowl (chip to rim), 3 tea cups, 6 tea saucers
£100-150

605

A 19th/20th Century 16 piece Japanese Satsuma porcelain tea/coffee service, all with seal mark to base,
comprising teapot, sugar bowl (lid missing), 5 plates decorated Mount Fuji, 4 saucers (1 with large chip) and 5
tea cups £40-60

606

A 49 piece Susie Cooper Glen Mist dinner/coffee service comprising 2 tureens and covers, bread plate, 6 side
plates, 5 tea plates (1 with chip to rim), 6 pudding bowls, sauce boat, cream jug and stand, 6 coffee cans, 5
saucers, 4 large coffee cans and 5 saucers £40-60

607

A 75 piece Thomas white patterned dinner service comprising oval meat plate, 5 large dinner plates, 4 medium
plates (1 cracked) 5 side plates, 14 tea plates (1 cracked), 4 pudding bowls (1 cracked, 1 chipped), 6 bowls,
vegetable tureen and cover, twin spouted sauce boat, butter dish and cover, salt and pepper pot, lidded sugar
bowl, cream jug, 9 coffee cans, 8 saucers, 3 large coffee cans, 6 twin handled soup bowls, 3 soup saucers,
circular bowl together with 4 white Denby bowls £50-75

608

A large collection of 20th Century Cantonese dinner ware £100-150

609

A 72 piece Aynsley Leighton pattern dinner service comprising 3 twin handled vegetable tureens, additional
tureen lid, oval bowl, meat platter, 3 soup bowls (1 cracked), 8 dessert bowls, 12 dinner plates (1 cracked to
edge, all with contact marks), 14 side plates (with contact marks), 13 tea plates, sugar bowl and cream jug
(both seconds), 5 cups and saucers (3 cups seconds) £80-120
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610

A 53 piece Susie Cooper dinner/tea service comprising 2 circular tureens and covers (both with internal chips),
oval meat plate (possibly a second), 8 dinner plates (2 seconds, 2 crazed and 1 with paint loss), 6 side plates
(2 crazed, 2 cracked), 4 tea plates (1 crazed), 2 large soup bowls (cracked and crazed), 4 small soup bowls (1
second), 2 circular bowls (both cracked), 4 large saucers (1 cracked), 4 twin handled soup bowls (1 cracked), 5
tea saucers (2 cracked), 4 tea cups, sugar bowl (cracked), milk jug (cracked), large jug (second), preserve jar
and cover, coffee pot (lid chipped), 2 hot water jugs (1 f&r, 1 crazed and cracked) £50-75

611

A quantity of 19th Century blue and white dinner and tea ware £40-60

612

A Clarice Cliff Bizarre pattern pottery vase with geometric designs, base impressed 362 and with rubber stamp
mark, 20cm £60-90
Some minor scratches in places

613

A Chinese famille verte comporte with leaf decoration 9cm x 9cm (chip to rim) together with 3 graduated leaf
dishes 20cm x 16cm (chip to rim), 18.5cm x 12.5cm and 18cm x 11cm £40-60

614

A pair of Japanese Satsuma vases decorated pagoda, court figures, Mount Fuji, the base with seal mark 10cm
x 3.5cm £40-60

615

A Japanese Satsuma porcelain vase decorated landscape and pagoda, the base with seal mark 25cm h x 8cm
(base f and r) and 1 other with panelled decoration of court figures and chrysanthemums the base with seal
mark 16cm x 5cm £50-75

616

A Chinese blue and white circular stepped bowl 7cm h x 10cm diam., a circular Chinese plate decorated
figures 10.5cm, a Japanese famille verte plate 9.5cm, blue and white vase with prunus decoration 16cm x
10cm and 8 small dishes (1 with chip to base) £40-60

617

A Chinese Imari baluster shaped urn and cover with panelled decoration 17cm h x 5cm (chip to lid and top of
vase) £50-75

618

A 19th Century Japanese Imari porcelain bowl with panelled decoration 8cm x 14cm £30-50

619

A Chinese Cantonese oval meat plate 42cm x 33.5cm, 1 other 31.5cm x 25.5cm, 2 shaped bowls 26cm x
21cm and 27cm x 21.5cm (chip to rim), a rectangular dish 23cm x 18cm and a square dish 22cm x 22cm
(chips to corner), all marked Made in China £60-80

620

A 2 colour soapstone carving of bamboo 20cm, a ditto of seated Hotei 8cm and a hardstone figure of a fish
8cm £50-75
All 3 items have minor chips and scratches

621

A carved 2 colour soapstone figure of a standing horse 15cm £30-40
There are several scratches to this figure

622

An 18th Century Chinese famille rose punch bowl decorated with vases of flowers 29.5cm £30-40
There is extensive damage and stuck sections

623

A Chinese republic figure of a standing lady raised on a rocky base with numerous impressed character marks
to the base 42cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
There are several minor chips and some wearing to her chest

624

A Chinese hardstone flower group contained in a cloisonne vase 15cm together with a ditto in a hardstone
vase 18cm £30-40
Both are chipped

625

A Chinese carved hardstone group of a cockerel and a chicken raised on a hardwood base 13cm together with
a hardstone figure of an exotic bird on a wooden base 16cm £30-50
Both carvings have minor chips
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626

A Chinese blue and white charger with panels of landscape studies 47cm £70-90
This charger has some contact marks and light wear to the glaze in the centre but is otherwise in good
condition.
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
651

A 19th Century twin bladed penknife marked No.55, the blades marked No.55 Solinger with mother of pearl
grip 7cm, a J Nicholson & Sons multi bladed folding knife with 2 blades and bodkin the 7cm mother of pearl
grip f and r, a twin bladed folding knife marked Sheffield England with mother of pearl grip 7.5cm (f and r), F
Newton a multi bladed knife with 2 blades one marked Premier Try Knife, button hook and pair of scissors with
ivory mount 9cm (cracked and repaired), a John West of Sheffield a multi bladed knife with bodkin, file, fork, 2
short blades and a button hook with mother of pearl grip 7cm (f and r) and a multi bladed smoker's knife
incorporating a cigar cutter, file, bodkin, knife and a fork with mother of pearl grip (one part missing to side and
grip is cracked) 6cm £40-60

652

Hope Brothers, a pocket knife with 2 blades, corkscrew and bodkin with mother of pearl grip 5cm together with
one other with damaged blade, scissors, button hook, 2 bodkins, corkscrew, file and pair of tweezers with
7.5cm mother of pearl grip (damage to grip) together with a 19th Century steel cigar cutter, the mother of pearl
effect grip with miniature knife and fork 5cm £30-50

653

Three 19th Century horsemen style knives marked Buga comprising, horseman style knife with 2 blades, pick,
corkscrew and toothpick blade marked Buca Icttenham Court Road with 9cm horn grip, a Suitali horseman
style knife with 2 blades (1f), saw blade, bodkin, gimlet, corkscrew, pick, tweezers and toothpick with 9cm horn
grip and 1 other with 2 blades (1f), bodkin, corkscrew (f), hoof pick, tweezers (toothpick missing) with 9cm horn
grip £50-75

654

Buck, A 19th Century folding knife with 3 blades (one cut down as a screwdriver), button hook, bodkin and
corkscrew, 2 toothpicks and a bone grip (cracked and has a repair) the blade marked Buck Tottenham Court
Road, 1 other with 3 blades (all reduced), corkscrew, gimlet, bodkin and 2 toothpicks with bone grip
(damaged), ART OF SHEFFIELD, a 19th Century multi bladed pocket knife, marked ART Sheffield with button
hook, corkscrew, bodkin, pruning knife, small blade and tweezers having a bone grip (cracked), together with
Henry Hobson & Sons multi bladed tool/pocket knife with 2 blades (both damaged to tips), saw blade, file,
button hook, corkscrew, screwdriver, hook, gimlet and bodkin, toothpick and pair of tweezers £40-60

655

Warriss, a 1930's multi bladed pocket knife with 3 blades, bodkin and file, the blades marked Warriss having
an 8cm engine turned chrome grip, a single bladed folding knife marked with cross arrow mark and 7.5cm
engine turned grip, Richards of Sheffield a folding tool with 2 screwdriver blades and tin opener 5.5cm engine
turned grip, a folding nail file and scissors (f) with 7cm steel grip, a Chinese multi bladed knife with screwdriver,
blade, scissors, bottle opener, bodkin, file and corkscrew, pair of 19th Century steel and ivory mounted
travelling scissors (small section of ivory missing to the base of the scissors), 3 nut picks and a pair of 19th
Century polished steel wick trimming scissors £30-50
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656

A pair of 1930's chrome and glass platform scales marked DS together with 5 Avery weights - 2kg, 1kg, 500g,
200g and 100g ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

657

A Victorian copper warming pan with turned ebony handle together with a brass helmet shaped coal scuttle
with swing handle 32cm h x 38cm w x 28cm d £30-40
There are some dents to the coal scuttle

658

A 1930's GPO rectangular pine box with hinged lid and front both marked GPO, interior marked Walter
Electrics Manufactures London 22cm h x 36cm w x 20cm d £30-50
Replacement metal drop handles

659

An 18th Century copper warming pan with turned fruitwood handle and 1 other (2) £25-35

660

A copper and iron preserving pan 18cm x 36cm £30-50
Some rust

661

A gilt metal bell 17cm x 32cm with iron bracket 30cm x 24cm x 58cm (the bell has no clapper) £30-50

662

A rectangular bronze plaque of the Elgin marbles 34cm h x 132cm w £40-60

663

A pair of French spelter figures of a boy and girl fruit pickers, the bases marked Vendangeuse, raised on socle
bases 40cm x 17cm £40-60

664

A Victorian copper kettle 30cm x 17cm (some dents) £30-40

665

A First World War brass trench art shell case formed form an 18lb shell dated 1916, a ditto vase, cut down and
marked HLF Febr 1915, 1 other marked 1939, an ashtray formed from a WW1 18lb shell case marked 1915
and two WWII £30-50

666

A pewter 17th Century style spouted lidded jug of baluster form (unmarked) 20cm x 10cm, some minor dents
to the back £30-50

668

A 17th/18th Century circular pewter charger, the top marked DL, 46cm diam. (some corrosion to the centre), 1
other unmarked 34cm diam. (misshapen) and a circular dish with touch mark 3cm h x 28cm dia. (misshapen)
£30-40

669

36 various wooden Royal Air Force squadron plaques £40-60

670

A turned wooden figure of a standing sancho pancho 42cm h x 17cm w x 12cm d, a plaster seated figure of
Don Quixote reading 40cm h x 23cm w x 31cm d (head f and r, hat chipped) together with a carved wooden
portrait bust of a gentleman 24cm h x 9cm w x 9cm d £30-40

671

A pair of brass spiral turned candlesticks on circular bases 26cm h £20-30

672

A brass model of a De Havilland Vampire aircraft on a circular base 12cm x 15cm x 13cm, ditto Concord on a
wooden base 8cm x 25cm x 14cm and 6 model commercial aircraft and 3 others £30-40

673

A pair of 1930's Art Deco gilt metal and amber glass D shaped wall lights 12cm x 39cm x 18cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

674

A 19th Century rectangular gilt metal cash box by Chubb, the lock marked Chubb makers to His Majesty (no
key) 14cm x 36cm x 21cm, containing 2 brass patented locks 20cm x 3cm x 2cm, a pierced brass bracket
27cm x 18cm x 7cm, a brass door handle 6cm x 28cm x 5cm and a gilt metal curtain retainer £40-60

675

A brass hand bell with turned ebony handle 24cm x 11cm £30-50

676

A pair of Victorian brass candlesticks with ejectors 29cm x 12cm x 12cm £30-40

677

Lock & Co, a gentleman's black bowler hat, size 6 3/4 complete with box £30-50

678

A Victorian pewter tankard with golden fleece touch mark, engraved a boar's head with glass base (base f), a
Dixon & Sons baluster shaped pewter tankard with crown decoration, 2 later plain pewter tankards, J E Evans
of 40 Ludgate Hill a pewter cream jug (some dents), unmarked cream jug and sugar bowl (f), Harry Mason of
Birmingham a pewter measure 6cm x 5cm and a Turkish coffee pot base marked pat.no.867109 engraved a
palm tree 20cm x 7cm £30-40
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679

A Victorian gilt metal and lead glass hanging hall lantern 44cm h x 25cm w x 25cm d £60-80
1 of the panels is slightly misshapen and there is chips to 1 of the rectangular glass panels, there is currently
no method of hanging this lot

680

A brass bell 15cm x 15cm on a wrought iron bracket 41cm x 21cm £30-50

681

A 19th Century gilt metal portrait plaque of Arthur Wellesley First Duke of Wellington 24cm x 20cm and 1 other
Charles Dickens 24cm x 20cm £60-80

682

A pair of resin Regency style wall brackets 19cm x 29cm x 11cm £30-50

683

36 various wooden RAF squadron plaques £40-60

684

A circular Victorian copper kettle with acorn finial 30cm x 15cm £30-40
Slight dents to the side

685

An American steel helmet complete with plastic liner (no markings) £30-40

686

S.I.TA.M Clichy, a 1940's French plastic and glass perpetual advertising calendar marked Montagu Lingerie
Novelesque de la Lingerie 36cm x 24cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
The silvering to the edges is showing signs of deterioration

687

A Salter & Co bottle jack marked 25 (no key) £30-40

688

A stuffed and mounted owl contained in a display cabinet 37cm h x 28cm w x 15cm d £30-40
Section of glass missing to the top of the cabinet, crack to the left hand side

689

A brass Pullman lamp with blue etched glass shade 52cm x 13cm £40-60

690

Meccano, a miniature copper oil can, the base marked Meccano K, 3cm h x 10cm w x 2cm d, together with a
novelty compass contained in turned wooden case 3cm x 3cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

691

A Victorian rectangular arched rosewood trinket box with hinged lid 5cm x 14cm x 9cm, the back joints require
glue, together with a 20th Century cylindrical nutmegger contained in a wooden case with a nutmeg in the
base, the top inlaid a Tudor rose 5cm x 5cm (top r) £30-50

692

A pair of French gilt metal and mother of pearl opera glasses marked Deraisme FT Paris in a leather carrying
case £30-50

693

An Art Deco inlaid mahogany table top cigarette dispenser with playing cards, cigarettes and matchings 14cm
h x 17cm w x 13cm d £50-75
A small section of veneer missing to the lid and front, sun bleached

694

Five metal and oak Royal Air Force squadron plaques - No.7, No.40, No.85, No.97 and No.115 squadrons
£50-75

695

A Caterpillar Club wooden plaque £50-75

696

A Special Air Service Regimental wall plaque, ditto Burma Star, ditto British Pensacola Veterans 1940-44 and
3 others - Battle of Britain Fighter Association, Royal Air Force Escaping Society and Royal Air Force Serving
Commando 1943-3205-1946 £40-60

697

A vintage Alcocks aerial 12 spoked coarse fishing reel together with a 6 spoke trotting reel (2) £30-50

698

A J W Youngs Rapidex trotting/coarse centre pin fishing reel together with pouch £30-40

699

A Hardy marquis No.2 salmon fishing reel with brass ribbed foot and metal choke system £40-60

700

A Hardy Gem trout fishing reel with Hardy line and in original carved box £40-60

701

Four vintage multiplier fishing reels - a Penn no.77 baitcaster, an Abu 9000 auto 2 speed and 2 Abu 600 reels
£30-50

702

Four brass centre pin fishing reels 2 1/2" (x3) and 1 1/2" (x1), 3 brass and mahogany starback centre pin reels
4 1/2", 4" and 3 1/2" (x2) and 2 wooden centre pin fishing reels 2" £30-50

703

A Daiwa 232 fly fishing reel, a ditto 230, an intrepid rimfly regular, ditto rimfly king size and a Norris
Shakespeare 2111 together with a Paramount reel £30-50
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704

A Daiwa 230 fly fishing reel in original box, a Shakespeare Speedex reel and spare spool, a Scierra fly reel
and 3 spare spools in original pouch £30-50

705

A Shakespeare 2756 centre pin trout fishing reel and spare spool, ditto Daiwa reel and spool, ditto dragonfly
80, ditto rimfly, a Haakon Oslo Norway centre pin reel, 3 other centrepin fishing reels together with a canvas
and leather fishing bag £30-50

706

A collection of various sea multiplying fishing reels, a Penn Mariner reel, 2 Penn Squidder reels, a Penn 85
reel and 4 other boat and casting fishing reels £30-40

707

A quantity of vintage fishing lures, salted Devons, Devons plugs, Quill minnows etc, £25-35

708

A Hardy Bros. fishing landing net and a Hardy Bros trailer £30-50

709

A Hardy Fibalite two piece spinning fishing rod 7', 7/8lb with original shrink wrap to handle contained in cloth
bag £30-50

710

A vintage Chapmans 500 10' split can avon fishing rod with detachable butt, contained in a green cloth case
£30-50

711

A Foster of Ashbourne 10'6" 3 piece split cane fly fishing rod, close whipped with green silk Fosters patented
reel seat, twist and lock ferrules, in a cloth case £30-50

712

A Hardy No.2 LRH 9' two piece split cane fly fishing rod in original makers mag £30-50

713

A Carter & Co. 10' split cane two piece Avon/carp fishing rod, close whipped with agate eyes, contained in a
red cloth bag £30-50

714

A Sharpes of Aberdeen, Aberdeen spiced salmon fly fishing rod, 12', in 3 pieces and with 2 tips, contained in
original makers bag £40-60

715

A Greys Pilgrim 10' three piece fly fishing rod with 7/8 weighted line, in original grey cloth bag £30-40

716

A Hardy jet two piece trout fly fishing rod with 8 weight lines (no bag) £25-35

717

A Penn Rampage II Braid 12/20 boat fishing road, no bag £30-50

718

An Edgar Sealey Salar 3 piece 12' split cane fly fishing rod with 2 tips in original bag £30-50

719

A Hardy Hebridean 13' split cane 3 piece fly fishing rod in original bag £30-50

720

A 19th/20th Century rectangular shotgun case, lid labelled Charles B G S Well 26 The Strand, London 9cm h x
83cm l x 22cm w (hinge f), a fabric ditto with brass lock and leather mounts 8cm x 77cm x 20cm, both with
fitted interiors, ditto fibre shotgun case interior labelled John Blanch & Sons 9cm x 83cm x 21cm (worn in
places), a mahogany ditto 8cm x 79cm x 24cm £60-80

721

A brass figure in the form of an eagle with outstretched wings on a rocky outcrop base 9cm h x 14cm w x 6cm
d, a Dutch brass hanging spill vase decorated a windmill and gentleman 18cm h x 2cm w x 5cm d, together
with a collection of other miniature brass items £30-50

722

A gilt metal figure of a standing bear 17cm h x 5cm, a 19th Century gilt metal bell 7cm h x 9cm diam., a pair of
19th Century gilt metal pan scales and other curios £30-50

723

A cylindrical brass burner 10cm x 4cm, a lignum vitae reamer 33cm x 4cm, 2 slide rules and a collection of
various precision instruments £30-40

724

10 various brass bell weights - 7lb, 4lb, 2lb (x2), 1lb, 8oz, 4oz, 2oz, 1oz and 1/2oz together with 5 other
weights £50-75

725

Four 18th Century circular brass weights, 3 marked 1826, all marked AT with City of London crest and
Founders Company mark, together with 3 early brass weights £60-90

726

A pair of Chinese gilt polished bronze chargers engraved dragons, the reverse marked China and with seal
mark 26cm diam. £30-40

727

A brass tankard made from brass salvaged from the battlefields of World War Two, engraved a map, together
with a pewter tankard commemorating the 70th anniversary of The Battle of Britain £30-40
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728

A pair of Hiatt's 1960 patent handcuffs complete with key, box and instructions £30-50
There is a tear to the lid of the cardboard box

729

A pig stick bayonet complete with scabbard 26cm £30-50

730

A 1907 Wilkinson patent bayonet with leather scabbard £40-60

731

A Continental chassepot style bayonet with Arabic style script to the base, the blade 52cm long £30-50

732

A Kukri, the 29cm blade marked India with carved horn elephant grip, 2 skinning knives and 1 other (slight rust
to blade, both scuffed to scabbards) £40-60

733

A pair of 19th Century iron signalling canons with 32cm unmarked barrels, 32cm x 12cm, the bore is 2cm (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

734

A pair of 19th Century cutlasses with 69cm polished blades, one brass grip with broad arrow mark, both with
crown ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

735

R B Melhuish Ltd of London, a First World War machete, the blade marked Sheffield 1917, the grip marked
Melhuish 29cm £30-40
There is some pitting to the blade

736

Two 20mm cannon shells, hand grenade pin, small bolt recovered from a V1 doodlebug in Arun Road,
Leytonstone 1944, together with a collection of shrapnel, bullets etc £40-60

737

A shell nose cone 23cm x 6cm together with a brass and copper nose cone 9cm x 5cm, 12cm x 5cm £30-40

738

W Ottway & Co. London, Ealing, a single draw Officer of the Watch telescope no.3679 45, patent no. 373 A,
complete with leather carrying case £40-60
Light verdigris to the lens cap

739

A Royal Air Force swagger stick £30-40

740

An American 30M1 metal ammunition box containing a black leather holster 19cm x 9cm x 2cm and various
bullet clips £30-40

741

A rectangular metal twin handled box 13cm h x 39cm w x 24cm d containing 11 bren gun magazines £50-75

742

A pair of 19th Century iron signalling canons the barrels marked II 38cm l x 12cm w, the bore of the barrel 2cm
£150-200

743

A military issue Astro compass mark II, box marked and dated 1946 together with an air speed indicator
marked IVA no.20240 £40-60

744

An early 18th century (circa 1830) Naval Officers flintlock pistol. The brass octagonal barrel measuring 7.5
inches and approx 18 bore with walnut stock. Signed SHARPE on the lock plates with the breeches signed
LONDON and stamped with Birmingham proof mark and view mark. The tang and lock plate with engraved
leaf motif, the brass trigger guard engraved sunburst motif. The brass butt plate also engraved. Complete with
steel ramrod. ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

745

An early 18th century ( circa 1830 ) Naval Officers flintlock pistol. The brass octagonal barrel measuring 7.5
inches and approx 18 bore with mahogany stock. Signed SHARPE on the lock plates with the breeches signed
LONDON and stamped with Birmingham proof mark and view mark. The tang and lock plate with engraved
leaf motif, the brass trigger guard engraved sunburst motif. The brass butt plate also engraved. Complete with
steel ramrod. £200-300

The mahogany stock has been let in/repaired later under the barrel from the start of the ramrod fixing.
746

An Art Nouveau style gilt metal rectangular desk blotter 3cm h x 14cm w x 5.5cm d, a clear glass and gilt metal
circular inkwell 3cm h x 8cm, an embossed plaque of a Saint, the base marked PR 147, a cast aluminium
figure of a bird with revolving head 5cm x 5cm x 3cm and a small collection of curios £40-60
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747

A Pentax ME camera with auto optomax 1:2.8F=135mm lens, a sun zoom lens 28-80mm 135-45macro /62
no.228601, a Cosinon auto MC F-2.8 F-28mm no.777833 lens, a SMC Pentax H-M 1:250mm 5 202284 Asahi
Optical Co. lens and an Auto Chinon 1:1.950mm 490 lens contained in a carrying case £30-40

748

A Minox C spy camera together with manual and 1 volume "Small Minox Big Picture" £30-40

749

A rectangular mother of pearl trinket box with hinged lid 5cm x 13cm x 9.5cm, 1 other 3cm x 7cm x 4cm
(section of m.o.p. missing to the lid) together with a Victorian plush purse 5cm x 8cm x 1cm £30-40

750

A flat iron marked Henrick £15-25

751

A Royal Hampshire model of a hurricane, do. Wellington, 2 other pewter models of aircraft and a collection of
models of airlines £30-50

752

A pestle and mortar, the mortar marked 9, 14cm h x 25cm diam, the wooden handled pestle head marked 5,
23cm x 4cm £40-60

753

A Victorian copper helmet shaped coal scuttle with swing handle 30cm x 41cm x 26cm £40-60
Minor dents to body

754

A Victorian blue and black painted twin handled strong box with hinged lid and key, 35cm h x 61cm w x 42cm d
£50-75

755

A Falkirk No.3 iron cauldron complete with lid 27cm h x 26cm diam. £50-75

756

A brass door stop in the form of a seated Airedale Terrier, the reverse marked C & A RD832526 42cm x 30cm
x 7cm £40-60

757

An 18th/19th Century brass and steel long handled basting spoon 59cm l, bowl 12cm x 10cm together with a
copper saucepan with polished steel handle 6cm h x 9cm diam. £30-40

758

A Victorian pierced brass and steel fender 19cm h x 110cm w x 26cm d together with a pair of brass Adam
style fire dogs 20cm h x 12cm w x 16cm d and a 3 piece fireside companion set - poker, shovel and tongs
(poker end bent) £40-60

759

A wooden model of a Devon wagon 20cm h x 60cm l x 21cm w ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

760

A quantity of Victorian and later table linens £30-50

761

A Past Masters apron and collar and a Royal Arch companions apron and sash £30-40

762

A Mark Master Masons apron, ditto Past Masters apron jewel and collar jewel £20-30

763

Three large sea shells £50-75

764

A First World War brass Trench Art gong formed from an 18lb shell dated 1914, complete with beater £40-60

765

A Vickers electric binocular microscope, the reverse marked 200 230 220-250 volts £40-60

766

A brass figure of a seated Buddha 9cm x 7cm x 8cm, 3 brass figures of horses, 4 leather Martingales hung
horse brasses £30-40

767

A cast iron railway wagon plate marked B476343 13FT Shildon 1950 Lot 1228 17cm x 28cm £50-75

768

A Compton Webb peak cap with London Brighton South Coast Railways Loco Department badge and 1 other
with British Railways badge £40-60

769

A British Railways Southern hand signalling lamp £40-60

770

A pair of Art Deco alabaster bookends in the form of 3 graduated books 14cm h x 10cm w x 9.5cm d £30-50
Some chips in places

771

A Dobbie-Mcinnes external spring steam engine indicator Patent A, boxed £50-75

772

A plastic Mahjong set contained in a hardwood chest fitted 5 drawers 17cm h x 25cm w x 16cm d £40-60

773

A plastic model of a Lockheed Super G constellation aircraft together with other model aircraft £30-50

774

36 various Royal Air Force squadron plaques £40-60

775

An enamelled advertising sign - Selo Films, Selochrome film 25cm x 19cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
Signs of remains of sellotape to both edges
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776

A wooden model of a Devon flatbed wagon 17cm h x 67cm l x 22cm w ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

777

A Selo enamelled advertising sign - The Power Behind The Lens, Selo Films Developing & Printing 26cm h x
18cm w ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

778

Thuringia, a porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes and open mouth, articulated body 51cm overall, head
impressed Thuringia together with dolls clothes £40-60

779

Kamma & Reinhardt, a porcelain doll with sleep eyes, open mouth and teeth, the head incised KR with star
mark and incised 53 £40-60

780

Armand Marseille, a porcelain headed doll "My Dream Baby" the head marked AM344 8K, a Schutzmeister &
Quendt porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes, open mouth with 2 teeth, head incised Germany 201 together
with "A wax faced doll" with fabric body marked B.N.D London) and various dolls clothing £60-80
On the 1st doll the head is loose and there is some damage to the fingers

781

Simon & Halbig, a porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes, open mouth with teeth, the head incised SH1079-12
DEP £40-60

782

A dolls beadwork purse with gilt mounts 4cm x 8cm together with a leather purse with gilt mounts 5cm x 7cm
(chain missing) £30-40

783

A Victorian mahogany patented shooting stick with oval seat 66cm x 27cm x 16cm £30-40
Some contact marks to the seat and scratching in places

784

Spital & Clark, a circular embossed brass charger "The Mad Hatter" from the Alice in Wonderland Series, after
an illustration by J Daniels 38cm diam, £100-150
Slightly misshapen

785

After Augustus Poitevin, a spelter table lamp of a standing cavalier with glass lightshade, the base marked
Tetronde 118cm h x 24cm diam. to the base ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
Wired for a light, there is a slight blemish to the right hand side of the breast plate

786

S Hancock & Sons of Staffordshire, 2 First World War bisque porcelain dolls - boy wearing a Victoria Cross,
the girl wearing a Red Cross 14cm, together with 2 babies leather shoes etc £50-75

787

Various volumes - "Gun Drill For F105mm Howitzer MkII", Nicholson and Watson "Tommy Gun Rifle and
Bayonet", Barnards "Holds Releases Silent Killing", "Small Arms Training Volume One Close Quarters Battle
1945", "Small Arms Manual" and "The Home Guard Proficiency Book" £60-80

788

A Civil Aviation personal logbook to William Frederick Townsend 1952-1964 featuring air crash of a Viking
17th/8/1953 together with a black and white photograph of the aircraft 15cm x 20cm together with a boxed
inclinometer £75-95

789

Four black and white photographs of Laker airliners, framed 18cm x 24cm £30-40

790

Laker Airways, a framed Civil Aviation Authority certificate 29cm x 20cm, a Society of Licensed Aircraft
Engineers and Technologist framed certificate 32cm x 24cm and an Air Registration Board certificate 36cm x
25cm £30-40

791

Captain R J MacDonald "History and Dress of the Royal Regiment of Artillery 1625-1897", Colonel H B
Hamilton "Historical Records of the Fourth Kings Hussars" and other regimental histories £40-60

792

A View Master stereoscope, ditto light attachment, a View Master 3 dimensional viewer, a ditto album for 3D
discs and various discs £40-50

793

A collection of tea cards £30-40

794

A blue album of used world stamps - India, Greece, GB, Gibraltar, Dominica, red album including Sierra Leone
and a boxed file containing first day covers £30-40

795

The Windsor Album of used and mint GB stamps Victoria to QEII, green GB album of mint GB stamps
1953-1967 and an album of mint and used GB stamps Victoria to QEII including penny reds £60-80
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796

A stock book of Victorian and later used stamps including penny reds, a red stock book of used GB stamps
QEII together with a stock book of world stamps £40-60

797

A stock book of mint GB stamps together with 4 Royal Mail albums of Elizabeth II mint presentation stamps
£70-90

798

A ring album of used New Zealand stamps, 4 stock books of used GB stamps Victoria to QEII, 2 stock books
of world stamps £30-40

799

An album of 1986 Olympic Games first day covers, signed by various athletes, 1 other and a box of mixed first
day covers £30-40

800

An album of Falkland mint and used stamps 1935, 1971 and 1983, album of used Bahama stamps, stock book
of used GB stamps George V to Elizabeth II, 3 stock books of world stamps and an album of GB Elizabeth II
first day covers £40-60

801

A ring bound album of GB Victorian and later mint and used stamps, volumes 1 and 2 The Windsor loose leaf
album GB stamps £40-60

802

An album of Victorian and later stamped envelopes, an album of franked envelopes, a blue stock book of used
GB stamps Victoria and later, together with 2 albums of GB first day covers £30-40

803

An album of Elizabeth II GB first day covers together with 4 albums of GB PHQ cards £30-40

804

A quantity of loose world stamps £30-40

805

An album of mint and used George VI and later commonwealth stamps - Malta, Newfoundland, New Zealand,
Nigeria, North Borneo, Nyasaland, Rhodesia, an album of GB mint and used stamps George VI to QEII,
various loose stamps and first day covers £40-60

806

A collection of first day covers £20-30

807

Two First World War embroidered postcards, collection of black and white and saucy postcards £30-40

808

Two albums of cigarette cards, an album of Wills cigarette cards together with quantity of loose cigarette cards
£30-40

809

14 various sets of cigarette cards contained in old cigarette packets £30-40

810

A collection of coloured and other postcards £30-40

811

T Beach, The Improved W & T Avery, late Beach iron market balance together with 1 other balance and a steel
and brass balance £25-35

812

A quantity of various postcards £30-40

813

A quantity of various cigarette cards £30-40

814

An album of black and white photographs £25-35

815

Arthur Clifford Baynes (Stainless Steven), a black and white photograph and sketch autograph 17cm x 11cm
together with a Players album - military uniforms of British Empires Overseas and George VI Coronation
£30-40

816

A collection of 1920/30's theatre programmes £40-60

817

A Triang TE electric model railway boxed £30-50

818

A No.9 Meccano set together with instructions for Outfit no.6 7/8 9 and O2E £40-50

819

A yellow mohair teddy bear (squeaker f) 51cm £35-45
Wear in places and on the pads

820

A brass and glass hanging oil lamp with opaque glass shade converted to electricity 67cm h x 37cm w £40-60
There is soldering to the upper retaining ring which is damaged on one side, there are dents to the base of the
reservoir

821

A Dutch style gilt metal 2 tier 16 light electrolier 74cm h x 72cm w £40-60

822

A 1950's silvered 3 light candelabrum with lozenge decoration 35cm x 25cm £30-40
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824

An Edwardian copper oil lamp raised on a gilt metal base with etched glass shade and glass chimney 62cm h
x 17cm diam. £50-75
Some light chips to the shade

825

A hunting whip with leather thong and lash £30-50

826

Seven 18th Century bronze nesting apothecary bucket weights, base marked R, together with a single ditto
£80-120

827

A lady's full length fox fur coat by Saga Fox £30-40

828

A lady's full length mink fur coat £25-35
The lining torn and damaged and some molt

829

A lady's quarter length fox fur coat, size 14 £30-40

830

A lady's mink stole by Alijo Srinagar Kashmir, 2 other capes and 2 fur hats £30-40

831

A lady's quarter length black fur coat (some molting) £10-20

832

A lady's mink stole together with 5 small sections of mink £20-30

833

A pair of well weathered reconstituted stone figures of lions, raised on rectangular bases 45cm h x 70cm l x
31cm w £100-150
Both have chips to the bases

834

A 19th Century rectangular embossed brass casket with hinged lid 8cm x 17cm x 11cm, a rectangular
planished brass dressing table tray 36cm x 20cm and a brass footman the base marked RD530 568 11cm h x
25cm w x 13.5cm d £30-40

835

A dinner gong formed from the cylinder of a rotary engine, possibly an 80HP Gnome used to power early Avro
aircraft such as the Avro 504, Bristol Scout, Sopwith etc, manufactured between 1910 and 1916, housed within
an inlaid mahogany frame with RAF crest to the top 50cm h x 44cm w x 22cm d complete with beater and
framed explanation £80-120

836

A Naillard model DA projector £40-60

837

A pair of 18th Century pewter plates, the reverse with 3 touch marks 23cm diam. £30-40
Some cutlery contact marks, dents and misshapen edges to both

838

A Royal Air Force Station Akrotiri presentation metal plaque, marked Presented to Princess Marina House,
Marina House from all personnel at RAF Akrotiri, framed, 45cm x 30cm £40-60

839

An RAF brass "scramble" bell from the R.A.F Poling radar base in West Sussex, stamped A.M 1939. together
with a photo of WAAF Avis and a mahogany display cabinet. This bell was situated by the sleeping quarters of
the base and was used extensively on the 18th of August 1940 known as "the hardest day" in the Battle of
Britain. On the day the Luftwaffe attempted to destroy the Polling radar station with a large formation or Stuka
(Junkers Ju 87) dive bombers. As remembered by Poling W.A.A.F Avis Parson "During this time it was put to
great use. Oh how I hated it at times. I would be in a deep sleep, having been on duty all night, but it would
keep ringing until everyone was in the shelter". Parsons would receive the Military Medal for her actions on
that night. Provenance - taken from the Poling base upon demolition in 1956 by David Balaam, gifted to Bill
Weatherly MM for W.A.A.F Avis Parsons in 1999 then gifted to RAF Princess Marina house by Parsons ( photo
centre pages ) £1500-2000
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840

18 Royal Air Force squadron plaques £30-50

841

A circular gilt metal bag shaped light fitting hung lozenges 24cm x 30cm £40-60
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
901

John Gregory King (1928-2014) watercolour, "On The Downs, West Ilsley" signed 36cm x 52cm, the reverse
with The Tryon Gallery label £100-150

902

Lionel Dalhousie Edwards (1878-1966), coloured hunting print "Fernie", signed in pencil, the reverse with
Vickas Brothers label 36cm x 52cm £50-75
Slight rippling to the top of the print

903

Edward Wesson (1910-1983), watercolour seascape "Freshwater Isle of Wight", signed, 30cm x 48cm
£100-150

904

W Leach?, watercolour, study of a Spanish coastal scene, indistinctly signed and dated 1849 12cm x 32cm,
the reverse with The Fine Art Society label marked 62 May 1959 £60-80

905

Watercolour, Thames scene with barges, towpath and figure, indistinctly signed and dated 1890 30cm x 45cm
£50-75
Some foxing to the centre

906

E Stone, impressionist oil painting on canvas, study of Venice with St Marks in distance 39cm x 49cm £50-75

907

Edward St John (1880-1920), watercolour, Eastern mountain lake scene with island, boats and figures 20cm x
40cm, signed £50-75

908

Jurrien Marinus Beek (1879-1965), oil painting, Dutch canal scene in winter with windmill 39cm x 59cm signed
£100-150

909

Jurrien Marinus Beek (1879-1965), oil painting, Dutch estuary scene with windmills 39cm x 59cm signed
£100-150

910

Edward St John (1880-1920), watercolour, study of Golubac Castle Serbia, signed 24cm x 48cm £60-80

911

Frank Munger (1920-2010), oil on board "Dessert Ghost" study of a 1914 Patent Rolls Royce armoured car
34cm x 50cm £70-100

912

Edward Hersey 1984, impressionist oil on canvas, "Country Refelections" rural study of a river with swans and
grazing cattle, church in distance 39cm x 60cm ( photo centre pages ) £3750-4250

913

Charles Wyatt Warren (1908-1993), oil on board, mountain scene with river 48cm x 50cm, signed £400-600

915

19th Century watercolour, seascape with fishing boats and figures, indistinctly signed to bottom right hand
corner 30cm x 47cm d £50-75

916

William Lionel Wyllie (1851-1930), etching signed in pencil, maritime scene with vessels and bi-plane 17cm x
43cm £200-250

917

Montague Webb 1950, watercolour, study of a yacht in full sail 25cm x 35cm, signed £50-75

918

Watercolour drawing, study of an English country garden with wall, boarders, wheelbarrow and watering can
23cm x 34cm £50-75

919

Charles Wyatt Warren (1908-1993), oil on board, study of a snowy river scene 80cm x 33cm, signed and the
reverse with Charles Wyatt Warren High Street label £300-400

921

Oil on canvas, Hungarian rural street scene with figures 38cm x 48cm, indistinctly signed to bottom left hand
corner £50-75
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922

Early 20th Century watercolour unsigned "HMS Ramillies" 23cm x 32cm £50-75

923

John Gregory King (1928-2014), limited edition signed coloured print "Meet of the Valley Beagles, 50th
Anniversary Teglease Down" 48cm x 60cm, signed in pencil £50-70

926

Edward Wesson (1910-1983), watercolour "Downland Chalk Pit" 25cm x 24cm £70-90

927

Unsigned 1950's oil on board, study of a P&O Liner in Southampton Water, attended by tugs 70cm x 89cm
£50-70

929

Oil on canvas, Mediterranean scene with buildings and yachts 50cm x 69cm, signed J W Wagner £300-400

930

Alan King, oil on canvas "Daily Visit" 29cm x 39cm signed and date 1988 together with certificate £500-600

931

Alan King, oil on board, "The Village Inn" No.2, (from the Village Life series of 4 paintings) 24cm x 29cm,
labelled to the reverse £500-600

932

Alan King, oil on canvas, "English Cottages - Dorset" No.3, 24cm x 30cm, signed and signed to the reverse
£500-700

933

Alan King, a pair of oil paintings on board, Four Seasons "Winter in Dorset" and "Autumn in Wiltshire" 11cm x
11cm, signed to the reverse £60-90

935

Alan King, a pair of oil paintings on board "Blue Mooring and Blue Anchorage" signed and signed to the
reverse with certificate 11cm x 11cm £40-60

936

Alan King, a pair of oil paintings on board, "1930's Grand Prix - Mercedes W145 and Maserati 1.5l" 11cm x
11cm, signed and signed to the reverse with certificates £40-60

937

Alan King, a pair of oil paintings on board, Four Seasons "Summer in Cornwall and Spring in Somerset" 11cm
x 11cm, signed and signed to the reverse £60-90

938

Charles Vacher (1818- 1883), watercolour a view of Carrara mountain, Tuscany with with fishing boats and
traders in the foreground. Monogrammed and dated 1870 50cm x 101cm, bears label to the reverse Charles
Vacher Esq for the Boltons, South Kensington London, The Carrara Mountains from Speggeas No.1 ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400
Some foxing and fading in places

939

Tilottama Basu, oil on canvas "Mist and Mountains, Nilkanth 1972" marked to the reverse and signed 106cm x
89cm £200-300

940

Two oils on panel, a Tibetan mother and child and a woman at prayer, signed ToshM/Tushm 39cm x 29cm
£100-200

942

19th Century watercolour unsigned, figures sitting beside a column overlooking a coastal view "The
Crowstone" 27cm x 21cm £30-40

943

E H Shepard, watercolour signed, Jewish Rabbi Tiberias 16cm x 15cm, inscribed on verso £100-150

944

Edward Duncan, watercolour "The Thames Near Sonning" 15cm x 28cm £50-75

945

J Howard, a set of 5 watercolour and gouache drawings, river mountain and seascapes 14cm x 24cm £50-75

946

Joseph Newington Carter, watercolour, village scene, signed J N Carter 11cm x 17cm, labelled to the reverse
£50-75

947

Walter Pearson, watercolour, "Returning to Port" signed 12cm x 20cm £40-60

948

Sydney Hart, a pair of watercolours, seascapes with rocky bays 5cm x 8cm £50-75

949

J Andre, oil on canvas Mediterranean sunset scene, seascape with boats 23cm x 98cm £60-80

950

Edwin Saint John (act.1880-1920), 19th Century watercolour, Continental mountain lake with buildings and
figures, signed 29cm x 60cm £50-70

951

John Gregory King (1928-2014), artists proof "The Houghton Sale 2000" signed, 47cm x 61cm £50-75

952

Peter A Henville, watercolour, study of a Spitfire in flight, signed and dated 1989 52cm x 35cm £40-60
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953

A J Roberton, oil on canvas, study of country church with river and watering cattle signed and dated 1884,
38cm x 59cm £50-70

954

A J Roberton, oil on canvas, study of a river by hillside with boaters, signed and dated 1884, 38cm x 59cm
£40-60
There is an old patched repair to the reverse

955

Early 20th Century gouache unsigned "HMS Bedford" in choppy moonlit sea 39cm x 55cm £100-150

958

H T Ryall, black and white engraving "The Right Reverend John Kaye" 43cm x 35cm £20-30

959

Robert Taylor, a coloured print "Spitfire" signed by Douglas Bader and Johnnie Johnson 37cm x 50cm £50-75

961

A Second World War coloured poster "Fall In The Fire-Bomb Fighters" Herbert Morrison, 70cm x 48cm £50-75
Some foxing and fold marks

962

A Victorian woolwork sampler by Barbara Leith with house, motto, alphabet and birds 53cm x 53cm contained
in a rosewood finished frame ( photo centre pages ) £60-90

963

A Victorian stitchwork sampler by Susannah Chanter aged 13, 1876, St Mary's School with alphabet and motto
64cm x 66cm £60-90
Some staining

964

20th Century oil on board, huntsman with hounds 59cm x 89cm, unsigned £80-120

965

H Gray '68, oil on canvas signed, "The Harbour Hong Kong" unframed 46cm x 61cm £30-40

966

Illustrations, mixed media, "From The Crocodile's Dinner Party" by E Vinton Blake, unsigned, unframed, a set
of 9, 38cm x 38cm £100-150

967

A 19th century Chinese painted fan decorated with figures in a garden with pierced bone sticks 25.5 cm
framed £40-60

968

Edwardian watercolour unsigned, extensive study of Tewkesbury Abbey with figures, cattle and sheep 59cm x
88cm £50-75
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
1001

Metamec, a striking longcase clock the 24cm square gilt dial with silvered chapter ring and Roman numerals,
contained in a mahogany case with sliding hood, complete with key and pendulum 152cm h x 34cm w x 21cm
d £30-50

1002

Russell of Norwich, a Georgian style mercury stick barometer and thermometer with silvered dial contained in
an inlaid mahogany case with broken pediment 95cm h x 11cm w x 5cm d £80-120

1003

Smiths, a 1930's war office issue mantel clock, the 15cm silvered dial with Arabic numerals contained in a
brown Bakelite arched case 20cm h x 21cm w x 12cm d £30-50

1004

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case raised on bracket feet 12cm h x 8cm x 6.5cm d £30-50
The movement appears to be free and running but there is no key

1005

Hamberg American Clock Co., an Edwardian timepiece with 8cm silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained
in an inlaid mahogany lancet case complete with pendulum and key 22cm h x 13cm w x 11cm d £30-50
Currently running

1006

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
metal case 10cm h x 6cm w x 7cm d £50-75
The clock is currently not running and there is no key

1007

VAP Brevete, a Victorian mantel timepiece with 9cm enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case in the form of an easel, supported by dragons and having masks to the base, the back plate
marked VAP Brevete S.S.D.G, the base marked RD No. 44632 41cm h x 30cm w x 10cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150
The timepiece is currently running but has no key

1008

A 19th/20th Century French 8 day carriage clock, striking on a gong, with circular porcelain dial and Arabic
numerals contained in a gilt metal case, complete with key and leather case 13cm h x 9cm w x 8.5cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300
The clock is currently running, it has a replacement platform

1009

An Edwardian 8 day timepiece, the 9cm silvered dial marked A L Canham & Son London North West 1,
contained in a figured walnut lancet case, raised on brass bun feet 22cm h x 14cm w x 8cm d £50-75
The clock is currently running

1010

A 19th/20th Century French 8 day striking carriage clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals marked
Barber & Smith, 36 Cornhill London, EC, contained in a gilt metal case with leather case 12cm h x 9cm w x
8cm d ( photo centre pages ) £250-300
The clock is currently running, there is no key,

1011

An Edwardian French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in an
arch shaped inlaid mahogany case, the brass back plate marked France, striking on a gong, complete with key
and pendulum 22cm h x 29cm w x 13cm d £40-60
The clock runs stiff and intermittently, there is pitting and denting in places to the crown of the arch

1012

Jaeger, a 1930's 8 day car clock with 7cm black painted dial contained in an Admiral's hat shaped mahogany
case £30-40
The chrome bezel to the clock is showing signs of corrosion, the clock is not running
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1013

A Victorian fusee skeleton clock in the form of a cathedral front with 14cm silvered dial and Roman numerals,
raised on an oval marble case complete with pendulum and key, the pierced gilt metal clock measures 38cm h
x 7cm w x 23cm d, complete with glass dome (some minor chips to base commensurate with age and wear)
overall measurement including dome and base 59cm h x 33cm w x 18cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

1014

A 19th/20th Century French 8 day carriage clock, striking on a gong contained in a gilt metal and enamelled
case, the 6cm circular enamelled dial with Roman numerals, the side panels decorated enamelled portraits of
ladies and gentleman, raised on a gilt stepped base, 5cm h x 12cm w x 9cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
There is no key or leather carrying case and the clock is not currently working

1015

FCC England, a Georgian style mercury stick barometer and thermometer with brass dial, contained in a
mahogany case 101cm h x 14cm w x 4cm d £50-75

1016

A 1950's Smiths electric mantel timepiece, the 16cm turquoise dial with black and gilt chapter ring, Roman
numerals, marked Smiths Electric, reverse marked SEC 17cm x 20cm x 6cm £30-50
There is a crack to the dial

1017

An Edwardian aneroid barometer, the 9cm circular, enamelled dial contained in a carved circular mahogany
case, 18cm x 3cm £30-40

1018

A 19th Century red leather repeating carriage clock case, the base marked 13,069, inside measurement 14cm
h x 9.5cm w x 8.5cm d, exterior measurement 19cm h x 12cm w x 11cm d £30-50

1019

A French 8 day carriage alarm clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals and alarm dial, contained in a gilt
metal case complete with key 13cm x 10cm x 8cm £150-200
The clock is currently running, there are 2 chips to the top left and top right and a crack to the bottom righ

1020

A 1930's longcase clock, the dial with silvered chapter ring and Arabic numerals, contained in a oak case
132cm h x 20cm w x 15cm d £40-60
The movement has been replaced with a quartz movement, there is a scratch to the centre of the dial by 8
o'clock

1021

Japy Freres, a French 19th Century 8 day mantel clock, striking on a bell with 12cm circular enamelled dial,
Roman numerals, contained in a walnut and ebonised drum case with scroll decoration, complete with
pendulum and key, the back plate marked 2941, 22cm h x 25cm w x 14cm d £40-60
There is sections of ebony in places

1022

Wemp Chronometerwerke Hamberg, a striking wardroom style clock, the 14cm dial with Roman numerals
(possibly overwound), complete with key £40-60

1023

An aneroid barometer with silvered dial, contained in a gilt metal case 4cm x 27cm diam. £30-50
The glass is cracked

1024

A Victorian cylinder musical box playing 12 aires and with 27cm cylinder contained in an inlaid rosewood box,
the interior label marked 12 aires and numbered 1693 13cm h x 59cm w x 23cm d ( photo centre pages )
£500-700
There is water staining to the lid, the musical box is in working order, sticks slightly on occasion but is in good
tune

1025

A barograph marked RF Paris 169468, contained in a mahogany case 15cm h x 29cm w x 14cm (currently not
running) £50-75
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Rugs and Carpets
1031

A blue and tan ground Caucasian rug, the centre medallion with a multi row border, 203cm x 139cm £80-120
This rug is heavily worn, the trim down one side is completely gone and there are some small tears to the
edges. parts of the fringe are missing.

1032

A Tekke Turkman rug with 21 octagons to the centre 154cm x 113cm £150-180

1033

A red, white and blue ground Afghan prayer rug 142cm x 72cm £30-40
Some signs of old moth and fringing is missing

1034

A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 6 octagons to the centre within multi row border 106cm x 78cm £30-40
Frayed in places

1035

A blue and red ground Persian Bakhtiari rug with central medallion 220cm x 155cm £150-180

1036

A peach ground and floral patterned Chinese rug with central medallion 189cm x 126cm £30-50
Some staining in places and to the fringes

1037

A blue and tan ground Caucasian style carpet 282cm x 201cm £200-300
In wear, some signs of moth in places and a small hole

1038

A turquoise and peach ground Chinese rug with signature to base 138cm x 69cm £30-40
The fringe has been removed, some light stains in places

1039

A North West Persian red and blue ground rug with central medallion with a 3 row border 230cm x 120cm
£50-75
Some light flecking in places

1040

A peach ground and floral patterned Chinese rug 163cm x 92cm £30-40
Some staining in places

1041

A peach ground and floral patterned Chinese rug with central medallion 192cm x 122cm £30-40
Some slight staining

1042

A brown, green and white ground Meshwani Kilim runner 294cm x 82cm £70-90

1043

A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim with geometric designs to the centre 187 x 125cm £90-120

1044

A black, red and green ground Maimana Kilim 133cm x 80cm £30-40

1045

A red and blue ground Meshwani Gazak rug with diamond design to the centre within a multi row border
123cm x 118cm £60-80

1046

A white, green and black ground Chobi Kilim 121 x 75cm £50-75

1047

A tan, brown and white ground Maimana Kilim with all over geometric design to the centre within a 2 row
border 195cm x 127cm £70-90

1048

A white, turquoise and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner 191cm x 62cm £60-80

1049

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 15 diamonds to the centre 240cm x 61cm £70-90

1050

A brown and black ground Maimana Kilim rug with 2 stylised diamonds to the centre 180cm x 58cm £20-30

1051

A blue, orange and red ground Suzni Kilim runner with 5 panels to the centre 236cm x 66cm £60-80

1052

A red and tan ground Baluchi prayer rug 128cm x 83cm £60-80

1053

A tan, white and green ground Maimana Kilim runner 199cm x 68cm £40-60

1054

A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 247cm x 58cm £70-90

1055

A green, turquoise and tan ground Chobi Kilim 152cm x 105cm £70-90

1056

A brown and red ground Persian carpet with diamond shaped medallion to the centre within a multi row border
383cm x 274cm £100-150
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1057

A white, red and green ground Caucasian style carpet 444cm x 291cm £100-150
Slight discolouration

1058

A red and blue ground Northwest Persian carpet with central medallion within a multirow border, signed,
332cm x 259cm £100-150
Some old moth damage in places

1059

A red and blue ground Afghan runner with 7 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 309cm x 83cm
£40-60
Some old moth damage and tassels have been cut

1060

A white and black ground Bokhara rug, 2 panels to the centre within a multirow border 88cm x 62cm £30-50

1061

A brown and blue ground Persian prayer rug 110cm x 72cm £40-60

1062

A red ground Persian rug with all over geometric design within a 3 row border 287cm x 104cm £60-90
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
1063

An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany cabinet on cabinet, both sections with cupboards enclosed by panelled
doors, raised on a platform base 149cm h x 84cm w x 21cm d £40-60
Sun bleaching, water marks and scratching in places, replacement plywood back

1064

An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany open armchair, the seat and back upholstered in green material raised
on cabriole supports 90cm h x 65cm w (inside seat measurement 53cm w x 67cm d) £50-75
The frame is loose

1065

A 19th Century elm smokers bow spindle back chair, raised on turned supports with double H framed stretcher
79cm h x 60cm w x 44cm d (inside seat measurement 37cm w x 36cm d) £60-90
Some pitting to arms

1066

A set of 4 Victorian inlaid rosewood slat back dining chairs with pierced heart shaped slat backs and over
stuffed seats, raised on turned supports £30-50
The seats are all stained, 1 leg is a/f, there is a section of cresting rail missing to 1 chair

1067

A Victorian figured walnut Davenport of serpentine outline, having a stationery box top with 3/4 gallery, hinged
lid, the fall inset a green leather writing surface, the pedestal fitted 4 drawers, raised on cabriole supports 83cm
h x 54cm w x 56cm d £200-250
There is an 11cm section of moulding missing to the right hand side above the drawer, slight crack above the
leather writing surface

1068

A 19th Century elm smokers bow chair with bobbin turned decoration and double H framed stretcher, the seat
marked J C 76cm h x 62cm w x 46cm d (inside seat 38cm w x 37cm d) £50-75
There is an old repair to the first spindles of arms

1069

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany stick and rail back open armchair, raised on square tapered supports £20-30
Sun bleached and contact marks in places, the seat is worn and the front is stained

1070

Niels Moller for J L Moller Danish, model no. 75, a set of 6 20th Century teak bar back dining chairs with
woven paper cord seats, 2 the bases marked J L Moller, 2 marked Danish Furniture Makers and 2 unmarked
74cm h x 48cm w x 42cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
1 chair has scratches to the back and all have light contact marks

1071

An Art Nouveau Liberty style oak dresser, the raised back fitted 2 shelves, the base enclosed by panelled
doors, raised on turned and block supports 160cm h x 101cm w x 43cm d £80-120
Ring marks and sun damage in places

1072

A beech framed Captain style tub back revolving office chair upholstered in buttoned brown leather £150-200

1073

A 19th Century arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 62cm x 39cm x 25cm
£50-75
Some signs of deterioration to the silvering on the mirror

1074

A Georgian mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 4 long graduated drawers, raised
on bracket feet 108cm h x 97cm w x 52cm d £60-80
The inner door is damaged, the fall front is bowed, the roundel and fitting to the 3rd drawer are missing

1075

A Victorian carved oak spinning chair, raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher 91cm h x 36cm w x
37cm d £30-40
The joints to the base are loose
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1076

A Victorian mahogany bookcase on cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, the base with 2 drawers above cupboards enclosed by arched panelled doors, on a platform
base 210cm h x 105cm w x 43cm d £100-150
There is sun bleaching and scuffing to the base

1077

A Victorian mahogany adjustable fire screen with Berlin woolwork panel decorated "The Trusty Servant" 83cm
h x 38cm w x 36cm d £30-50
There is a ring mark, water damage and split to the shelf at the top

1078

A Victorian Gillows style oak writing table with black inset leather writing surface, fitted 2 drawers, raised on
turned and reeded supports, brass caps and castors 74cm h x 103cm w x 69cm d £150-180
There is pitting and bleaching to the top

1079

A 19th Century rectangular mahogany 4 section Canterbury, the base fitted a drawer, raised on brass caps
and castors 50cm x 56cm w x 32cm d £50-75
Some water damage to the base, a section of timber missing from the 3rd division, section of veneer missing
to the base of the 1st division

1080

A Victorian mahogany club/country house letter box with raised back, the front marked Letter Box 27cm h x
23cm w x 5cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
Two splits to either side of the aperture, missing 2 small sections of veneer to the back

1081

An Edwardian circular bleached inlaid mahogany bijouterie table, raised on square tapered supports with X
framed stretcher 72cm h x 42cm w £70-90
There is no key and one stretcher is a/f

1082

A Georgian rectangular bleached mahogany side table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on square tapered
supports 74cm h x 65cm w x 43cm d £50-75
The top is bleached, a small section of timber is missing to the left hand side, small dent to the left hand side
and some pitting to the legs

1083

A Victorian mahogany drop flap work table fitted a drawer, raised on ring turned supports ending in brass caps
and castors 69cm x 48cm x 34cm £60-80
Some light scratching to the top, small section of timber missing to the top of one of the flaps

1084

A Victorian bleached walnut cabinet on chest, the upper section with moulded cornice enclosed by a pair of
carved panelled doors, above 3 long and 2 short drawers, the base fitted 3 drawers with brass swan neck drop
handles, raised on a platform base 173cm h x 105cm w x 54cm d £80-120
There is pitting to the cornice, signs that 1 drawer has been forced with small section of wood missing, overall
sun bleaching

1085

A Victorian rectangular oak joined stool raised on turned and block supports with box frame stretcher 37cm h x
41cm w x 25cm d £40-60
Some contact marks to all 4 legs, signs of old but treated worm to the stretcher and 1 of the turned feet, a
small section is missing

1086

A Georgian style mahogany tray top commode enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square tapered
supports 81cm h x 39cm w x 36cm d £30-50
There is a split to the bow front door and a scratch to the left hand side

1087

A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on splayed bracket feet
104cm h x 104cm w x 51cm d £80-120
Slight pitting to the top and sun bleaching in places, the handles have been replaced. There is a water mark to
top right hand drawer
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1088

A Victorian circular walnut work table of conical form, raised on carved tripod supports 71cm h x 40cm w
£50-75
The top has an inset panel to the centre, there is a split to the back, there is a warp to the top

1089

Thomas Lloyd, a Victorian style leather two seat Chesterfield upholstered in brown leather and floral tapestry
cushions, raised on bun feet with brass caps and casters 82cm h x 145cm w x 82cm d (inside measurement
100cm w x 57cm d) £120-160

1090

A Georgian style rectangular mahogany writing table fitted 3 drawers raised on turned and reeded supports
78cm h x 85cm w x 58cm d £80-120
The top is very slightly warped, some ring marks and water damage, the handles have been replaced

1091

A Victorian rectangular rosewood trinket box with hinged lid and brass escutcheon 6cm h x 8cm w x 3cm
together with 1 other 9cm h x 24cm w x 4cm d £30-50
1st box has a split to the top and slight water damage, the 2nd has 2 slight dents to top

1092

A Victorian style beech revolving captains office chair upholstered in buttoned leather £150-200

1093

A Georgian style drum table with red inset writing surface fitted 4 drawers, raised on a turned gun barrel and
tripod base with brass caps and casters 73cm h x 161cm £50-75
Some water marks and scuffing to the leather writing surface

1094

A 19th Century Continental mahogany bow front corner cabinet with canted and fluted corners 82cm h x 53cm
w x 51cm d £30-40
There are scratches on top, paint mark to the right hand side

1095

A Victorian style arched plate dressing table mirror contained in an off white and green painted frame 80cm h x
59cm w £40-60

1096

An Edwardian turned and reeded mahogany standard lamp raised on a circular base 155cm h x 46cm diam
£40-60

1097

A 19th Century square mahogany snap top wine table raised on a turned column and tripod base 70cm h x
59cm w x 47cm d £40-60
There is a slight warp to the top, the base has an old repair

1098

An 18th Century oak side table fitted a drawer with replacement drop handles, raised on square supports 75cm
h x 74cm w x 43cm d £80-120
Ring mark and slight split to the top

1099

A Georgian bleached mahogany chest of 3 short and 3 long drawers with brass swan neck handles, raised on
ogee bracket feet 90cm h x 89cm w x 54cm d £100-150
There is sun bleaching and water damage to the top of the front, the bottom right hand handle is a replacement

1100

An Edwardian mahogany armchair upholstered in pink tapestry material, raised on square tapered supports
81cm h x 59cm w x 63cm d (inside measurement 48cm w x 54cm
d) £50-75
There are contact marks to the high points of the frame

1101

A Georgian oval drop flap gateleg dining table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised on pad feet 71cm h x 113cm w x
41cm d (closed) 134cm open £50-75
Sun bleached and ring marks to the top, 3 sections of timber are missing to the rule joint, both rule joints are
damaged

1102

A 19th Century circular mahogany tray top wine table raised on turned column and tripod base 73cm h x 61cm
w £50-75
The top is sun bleached and has a split and is very slightly warped to the top, 1 foot has an old repair
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1103

A Victorian mahogany bow front chest of two short and 3 long drawers with replacement metal handles, raised
on bun feet 114cm h x 103cm w x 52cm d £60-80
Sections of timber are missing to the apron

1104

A nest of 3 Georgian style lacquered and painted rectangular interfitting coffee tables with landscape
decoration 68cm h x 67cm w x 37cm d £50-75
The sides of the large and middle table have come unstuck

1105

A William IV rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame on spiral turned columns
to the side, the bow front base fitted 2 long drawers, raised on pressed gilt metal paw supports 51cm h x 46cm
w x 20cm d £50-75
Sections of beading are missing to the base and the left hand handle is missing, the silvering to the mirror is
showing signs of deterioration in places

1106

A Georgian mahogany concave commode with 3/4 gallery, the upper section fitted a cupboard enclosed by
panelled doors, the base fitted a drawer, raised on square supports 75cm h x 57cm w x 53cm d £80-120
Some sun bleaching and ring marks to the top, section of the 3/4 veneer on the right hand side has been stuck

1107

A Victorian shaped mahogany wine table raised on carved turned column and tripod base 72cm h x 48cm w x
39cm d £50-75
The top has a slight scratch that is an old repair to the base which has been glued

1108

A 19th Century arched bevelled plate dressing table mirror in a mahogany swing frame 62cm h x 39cm w x
25cm d £50-75
The silvering to the mirror is showing minor signs of deterioration

1109

A Georgian rectangular, crossbanded mahogany snap top breakfast table, raised on a turned column and
tripod base 75cm h x 117cm w x 88cm d £80-120
Some light bruising in places

1110

A Georgian bleached inlaid mahogany bow front chest of 3 short and 3 long drawers, raised on splayed
bracket feet 110cm h x 117cm w x 54cm d £100-150
There are scratches to the top, the front is sun bleached and the handles have been replaced

1111

A Georgian mahogany side table fitted a drawer raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 65cm w x 42cm
d £70-90
Ring marks and water damage, the top is slightly warped

1112

A Victorian style armchair upholstered in green buttoned leather on cabriole supports 102cm h x 88cm w x
66cm d (inside seat measurement 50cm w x 53cm d) £150-200

1113

A 19th Century style mahogany military chest of 4 drawers with brass counter sunk handles, on bracket feet
60cm h x 46cm w x 30cm d £50-75
Some light scratching in places

1114

A 19th Century mahogany D shaped folding tea table raised on turned and reeded supports 73cm h x 91cm w
x 45cm d £60-80
The top is slightly warped, there is sun bleaching to the apron

1115

A Philadelphia style circular elm bijouterie table enclosed by a bevelled panelled top raised on turned supports
with X framed stretcher 64cm h x 53cm w £50-75
There is a slight scuff to the apron

1116

A Georgian bleached mahogany oval drop flap Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on square tapered
supports 72cm h x 76cm w x 44cm when closed by 91cm when open £50-75
The top is slightly warped, sun bleached, water stained and ring marks, one of the legs is bowed, there are
signs of old but treated worm to the carcass and 1 of the flap supports has been replaced
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1117

A Victorian oak and brass dinner gong, raised on a turned stand with bobbin turned decoration 94cm h x 63cm
w x 26cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
Water splashes in places, some scuffing to the legs and the gong is a later replacement

1118

A 17th Century style and Ipswich style carved oak box with hinged lid, raised on turned supports with box
framed stretcher 61cm h x 60cm w x 65cm d £50-75
Some pitting to the top, a section of turning to the capital of 1 of the columns is missing

1119

A Georgian mahogany slat back hall chair with solid seat, raised on turned supports £30-50
The frame is loose and the seat is warped

1120

A Victorian style yew kneehole pedestal desk with green leather writing surface, fitted 1 long and 8 short
drawers, raised on bracket feet 79cm h x 122cm w x 50cm d £80-120
Sun bleaching to the back, the leather is crackling in places, there are scuffs to the base of the pedestal

1121

A Georgian style yew chest of serpentine outline and crossbanded top, fitted 4 drawers, raised on bracket feet
72cm h x 51cm w x 38cm d £50-75
Slight scratch to the top

1122

A Victorian oval mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 68cm h x 75cm w x 15cm when closed
x 99cm when open £40-60
Contact marks, sun bleaching and split to 1 leaf

1123

A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top wine table raised on gun barrel turned column and tripod base
71cm h x 77cm diam. £40-60
Split to the centre, ring marks, light scratching and old repair to 1 of the feet

1124

An 18th/19th Century oak corner cabinet with moulded cornice and barrel back, fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled doors with H framed brass hinges 112cm h x 96cm w x 36cm d £50-75

1125

A Georgian bleached mahogany and crossbanded bow front chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with splayed
bracket feet 89cm h x 89cm w x 51cm d £75-100
The top is sun bleached and scratched in places, veneer to the side is damaged in places

1126

Dudley & Co of Holloway Road London, an Art Deco light oak 20 drawer drapers cabinet with glazed panels to
the front 198cm h x 86cm w x 51cm d (both sides are unpolished) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

1128

A 19th Century mahogany double corner cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice fitted a cupboard
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled door with drawer, the base enclosed by a panelled door 192cm h x 87cm
w x 59cm d £30-40

1129

An Edwardian Art Nouveau rectangular mahogany library table with undertier, raised on spiral turned supports
71cm h x 132cm w x 68cm d £75-100
The top is slightly warped, some pitting and scratches

1130

A 19th Century mahogany pedestal writing table with inset writing surface, raised on plain rectangular
pedestals 68cm h x 91cm w x 62cm d £30-40
Some scuffing to the inset writing surface, contact marks to the pedestal. The pedestals are "solid" having no
doors, shelves or drawers This piece is designed to sit against a wall, there are no drawers or centre drawer

1131

A 17th Century style carved oak Ipswich style hutch cabinet fitted 2 cupboards enclosed by panelled doors
with arcaded decoration 86cm h x 107cm w x 35cm d £70-90
Ring marks and some water damage to the top

1132

A 19th Century mahogany bow front side table fitted 3 frieze drawers with brass swan neck handles, raised on
square tapered supports 78cm h x 89cm w x 40cm d £80-120
The top is missing a small section of veneer, there is bubbling to the veneers in places
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1133

A Georgian rectangular mahogany plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the bow
front base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on bracket feet 54cm h x 51cm w x 20cm d £40-60
There are ink marks and ring marks to the top, section of timber let in by the escutcheon and by bracket feet

1134

A Regency lozenge shaped crossbanded and inlaid mahogany occasional table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised
on a pillar and tripod base 72cm h x 64cm w x 48cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
Sun bleaching and light scratches to the top, stringing lifting, the top is slightly warped

1135

A 1920's Chinese rectangular carved hardwood opium table raised on scroll supports 33cm h x 100cm w x
49cm d £70-90
Some very light scratches to the top

1136

A Victorian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame, the rectangular base fitted 2
drawers raised on shaped supports 72cm h x 61cm w x 25cm d £40-60
There is a small crack to the left hand edge, some light pitting in places

1137

A Victorian shaped inlaid mahogany games table, the top inlaid a chessboard with floral and lion mask inlay,
fitted a frieze drawer and raised on pierced panelled supports with turned H framed stretcher 68cm h x 54cm w
x 46cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
There is a split to the top, it is heavily sun bleached and missing a small section of veneer to the left hand
edge, slight scratching to the right hand leg at the top

1138

A Victorian bow front 3 tier hanging wall shelf with pierced fret decoration 56cm h x 57cm w x 15cm d £40-60
There is damage to the fret work on 1 side

1139

A set of 6 19th/20th Century Italian carved walnut high back dining chairs with upholstered seats - 2 carvers, 4
standard £30-50
The frames are loose

1140

A Georgian style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 50cm h x 52cm w x
21cm d £40-60

1141

A Philadelphia style oval elm coffee table with bevelled plate panelled glass top, raised on turned supports with
undertier 41cm h x 120cm l x 80cm w £40-60

1142

A Victorian mahogany kneehole pedestal desk with brown tooled leather writing surface fitted 1 long and 8
short drawers with tore handles and brass escutcheons 75cm h x 121cm w x 64cm d £100-150
The desk is in one solid piece, there is a split to the left hand pedestal, some contact marks and scratches
throughout

1143

Garnett & Sons of Penketh, a Victorian walnut chest with ebonised panels, fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers
raised on a platform base with tore handles 105cm h x 121cm w x 56cm d (Marked Garnett & Sons 5035)
£80-120
Contact marks in places, section of veneer missing just below the 1st long drawer

1144

A 1930's Queen Anne style arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a walnut frame 43cm x 31cm
£40-60
Some water marks and bleaching in places

1145

A Georgian bow front and crossbanded mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet
99cm h x 110cm w 54cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There are ring marks and light water damage to the top

1146

A child's Victorian bleached mahogany open arm training chair with woven cane seat and back 99cm h x 33cm
w x 34cm d (seat measurements 28cm x 28cm) £50-75
There are 4 small holes to the arms, 1 to the top of the end of the arm and the scrolls to the ends of the arms
are missing
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1147

A Victorian carved "oak" console table with arch shaped raised back with shield, fitted 2 long drawers, raised
on cabriole supports 100cm h x 112cm w x 40cm d £70-90
There is some light scratching to the top and it has been crudely polished

1148

A Georgian style convex plate wall mirror contained in a gilt ball studded frame 46cm diam. £40-60

1149

A William IV mahogany pedestal Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on a turned column and triform base
with paw feet 72cm h x 111cm w x 49cm when closed x 101cm when open £60-80
There is scratching to the top, the flaps are warped

1150

A pair of 19th Century Hepplewhite style shield back dining chairs with over stuffed seats, raised on square
tapered supports, spade feet £30-40
The seats are stained

1151

A Victorian rectangular mahogany tea table raised on turned column and tripod base ending in brass caps and
castors 70cm h x 81cm w x 65cm d £40-60
There is a split to the top which is slightly warped

1152

A Queen Anne style walnut open armchair, the seat and back upholstered in green floral Berlin woolwork
tapestry, raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports 97cm h x 69cm w x 50cm d (inside seat measurement
42cm w x 50cm d) £50-75
The frame is loose, upholstery to the seat is sagging

1153

A Regency bleached inlaid mahogany drop flap pedestal work table fitted 2 short drawers above a deep
basket, raised on a U shaped support with chamfered base on a tripod base 72cm h x 45cm w x 34cm when
closed by 68cm when open ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
The top is slightly warped, there is some sun bleaching and ring marks, two of the turned ivory handles are
missing, there is a small crack to the front, the veneer is bubbling in places to the base and legs and some
slight signs of old but treated worm in places

1154

A Victorian bleached mahogany writing slope with hinged lid, fitted an inkwell 13cm h x 26cm w x 21cm d,
complete with key £30-50
There is a slight warp to the top, sun bleached and scuff marks

1155

An Edwardian Sheraton style oval inlaid and crossbanded mahogany Pembroke table, raised on turned and
fluted supports ending in brass caps castors 71cm h x 76cm w x 53cm when closed by 105cm when open
£50-75
It is sun bleached, there is a large water mark and ring marks to the top, small sections of stringing are
missing, the flaps are warped

1156

A Victorian oval papier mache snap top wine table, the top decorated a mountain scene with a figure by a
bridge, raised on a turned column and triform base, raised on bun feet 71cm h x 49cm w x 57cm d £40-60
There are sections of lacquer missing around the underside of the top of the table, it has an old but repaired
break to the base

1157

An Art Nouveau Liberty style panelled oak settle with raised back 124cm h x 123cm w x 52cm d £100-150

1158

An 18th Century oak side table with frieze drawer, the top formed of 3 planks, raised on square tapered
supports 73cm h x 86cm w x 55cm d £50-75
The top is warped, pitted, has water damage and ring marks, a small section of timber is missing to the left
hand edge of the apron
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1159

A Georgian style mahogany D end extending dining table raised on pillar and tripod supports with 1 extra leaf
74cm h x 103cm w x 178cm l £30-50
There is a stain to the top, slight pitting and scratches in places to the top and extra leaf, there are contact
marks to the legs, the height is 74cm, the width is 103cm wide, without the leaf 124cm long with the extra leaf
178cm long

1160

A Regency inlaid rosewood sofa table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on lyre supports with turned stretcher
ending in brass caps and castors 73cm h x 69cm w 101cm when closed x 157cm when open ( photo centre
pages ) £400-600
There is some sun bleaching, both flaps are warped, there are sections of veneer missing to the base in 4
places, (1 large section and 3 smaller), small section of veneer missing to 1 of the flaps

1161

A William IV carved mahogany show frame sofa (that converts to a bed), the raised carved back with floral
decoration, having pierced arms and raised on bun feet, complete with 2 matching bolsters (recently reupholstered in gold and orange sculpted material) 100cm h x 197cm w x 61cm d (inside seat 61cm d x 144cm
w excluding bolsters) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

1162

A Victorian oak and walnut wardrobe with moulded cornice, the centre section fitted a cupboard enclosed by a
panelled door above 3 short drawers flanked by cupboards, the base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised
on a platform base 85cm h x 191cm w x 58cm d £100-150

1163

A 17th Century style oak and leather open arm chair with embossed leather back and seat, raised on square
supports 100cm h x 58cm w x 49cm d (inside seat measurement 38cm x 49cm) £50-75
The back has an old blacksmith's repair, leather seat and back are both damaged, signs of old but treated
worm, the frame is loose

1164

A Victorian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame on a serpentine base,
raised on scrolled supports 72cm h x 59cm w x 24cm d £40-60
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, ring marks to the base

1165

A Georgian rectangular mahogany tea table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on square supports 76cm h x 91cm w
x 45cm d £70-90
There are ring marks and scratches to the top

1166

A Georgian oak coffer with hinged lid, raised on replacement bracket feet with iron drop handles 44cm h x
98cm w x 50cm d £80-120
Sun bleaching and water marks, some beading has been replaced to the base

1167

A Victorian bleached mahogany Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned supports ending in
brass caps and castors 68cm h x 91cm w x 46cm when closed x 92cm when open £40-60
There is pitting, bleaching and water marks to the top

1168

A Victorian ebonised reeded column with Corinthian capital raised on a square base 116cm h x 28cm w x
29cm d £50-75
There is a split to the top and a small hole where a wire has been placed

1169

A William IV bleached mahogany reading table fitted a rectangular adjustable ratchet top, 1 long drawer
flanked by a pair of dummy drawers, raised on spiral turned supports, brass caps and castors 75cm h x 131cm
w x 41cm d (possibly made-up) £80-120
Heavily sun bleached throughout, ring marks, light scratching and split to the top

1170

A Georgian mahogany bow front chest with crossbanded top, fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers with
replacement brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket feet 89cm h x 89cm w x 52cm d £80-120
The top is warped, there is sun bleaching and ring marks to the top, 2 sections of crossbanding are missing,
sections of veneer are missing to the apron
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1171

A 17th/18th Century carved oak coffer of panelled construction, interior fitted a candle box and with lock,
having arcaded decoration to the front 59cm h x 99cm w x 41cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
A section of timber has been let in, left hand foot has been replaced, pitting to the top, the hinges are
replacements

1172

A Victorian oval shaped bevelled plate mirror contained in a pierced gilt metal Rococo style frame surmounted
by a mask 64cm h x 38cm w ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There are 2 small non visible holes behind the niche floral decoration at the base where a branch would once
have been

1173

A pair of Victorian rectangular mahogany 3 tier what-not stands, raised on shaped bases 77cm h x 44cm w x
33cm d £60-80
One has a ring mark and split to the top and the frame is loose, both have old repairs

1174

A French style carved walnut open armchair with floral carved cresting rail, woven cane back and upholstered
seat, raised on cabriole supports 97cm h x 61cm (inside seat measurement 52cm x 51cm) £50-75
The upholstery to the seat needs respringing and is sagging

1175

An Edwardian Chippendale style mahogany dining chair with pierced vase shaped slat back and upholstered
drop in seat, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports £20-30
Frame is loose

1176

A 1930's Chinese carved hardwood standard lamp, raised on circular base, scroll feet 134cm h x 28cm diam.
£30-50

1177

A 19th Century inlaid mahogany chest with satinwood stringing, fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers with
replacement handles, raised on bracket feet 91cm h x 97cm w x 46cm d £60-80
A section of timber has been let in to the crossbanding on the top left hand edge, there is some crackling to the
crossbanding on the right hand edge and a section of veneer missing to the left hand edge

1178

A Victorian mahogany Dickens desk with brass 3/4 gallery above a recess, the slope flanked by 8 short
drawers, having an inset tooled leather writing surface above 1 dummy drawer and 8 short drawers 116cm h x
137cm w x 75cm d £150-200
WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE ??? Some scratches, wear and contact marks to the leather, hole to the top
shelf and minor scratches to the sides

1179

A Victorian inlaid amboyna library table with brown inset writing surface with satinwood stringing, fitted 2
drawers, raised on square tapered supports, brass caps and ceramic castors 77cm h x 122cm w x 85cm d (
photo centre pages ) £200-300
The leather has scuffing, water damage, ring marks, light scratching and contact marks throughout, the 2
handles to the drawer have been put on upside down, a section of veneer is missing to the left hand edge of
the top

1180

A Regency circular snap top bleached and crossbanded mahogany breakfast table, raised on a turned column
and tripod supports ending in brass caps and castors 71cm h x 120cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There is a split to the centre, the top is gently warped and has ring marks. There is sun damage and warping
to the apron, loose associated bolts, old repair to the base

1181

An 18th Century bow front hanging corner cabinet with shelved interior enclosed by lacquered panelled doors
with chinoiserie scenes of a bridge, temple and deer 92cm h x 38cm w x 38cm d £80-120
There are small holes and a split to the door, a crack to the beading on the front, sections of lacquer missing to
the hindquarters of deer and roofs of pagodas
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1182

A Victorian carved walnut show frame sofa upholstered in green floral patterned material raised on turned and
reeded supports 88cm h x 158cm w x (interior 121cm x 52cm) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There is light water staining in places, the back is loose

1183

A rustic yew coffee table, the top formed from a slice of yew, raised on square tapered supports 42cm h x
125cm l x 51cm w £60-80

1184

A harlequin set of 4 Victorian bleached mahogany spoon back dining chairs with shaped mid rails and
upholstered seats, 3 with turned legs, 1 with fluted legs £50-75
There is a split to 1 of the bar backs, the frames are slightly loose

1185

A French style carved walnut open arm salon armchair, the seat and back upholstered in floral material raised
on turned and fluted supports 92cm h x 61cm w (inside measurements 50cm x 47cm) £50-75
Slight chip to the right hand arm

1186

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany open arm stool with shaped back, raised on cabriole supports 76cm h x 57cm
w x 37cm d (inside seat 46cm w x 30cm d) £30-50
Some inlay missing in places and scuffing to high points

1187

A pair of Edwardian Art Nouveau Liberty style oak stick and rail back carver chairs, the seats of serpentine
outline raised on turned supports with box stretcher 104cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d (internal seat measurement
40cm w x 39cm d) £80-120
Frames are slightly loose, some contact marks to the arms in places

1188

An Art Nouveau oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a planished brass frame 60cm h x 85cm w x 40cm
d £50-75

1189

A Victorian mahogany show frame chaise longue upholstered in gold material, raised on turned supports with
shepherd's castors 91cm h x 180cm l x 45cm d £50-75
Some light scratches, bruising and contact marks to the main body

1190

A Victorian, oak 17th Century style oval drop flap gateleg dining table raised on turned and block supports with
box framed stretcher 70cm h x 138cm w x 61cm when closed £60-80
The top is water damaged and there is damage to 1 of the rule joints

1191

A Victorian style limed oak finished show frame daybed with raised back, on 6 cabriole supports 76cm h x
140cm l x 60cm w, inside seat measurement 39cm w x 124cm l £120-150
There are some very light stains commensurate with wear to the seat

1192

A Victorian walnut writing slope with brass escutcheon 15cm h x 30cm w x 24cm d, interior fitted a bottle
£30-50
There is damage to the interior fabric, replacement hinges, slight split to the top

1193

A 1920's octagonal Moorish painted occasional table raised on a folding stand 51cm h x 50cm w x 50cm d
£50-50
There is severe paint loss to the top, 3 of the supports are a/f and held together with wire, asection of timber
missing to 1 of the uprights

1194

A harlequin set of 6 18th/19th Century elm Lancashire ladderback dining chairs with woven rush seats (1
carver, 2 and 3 standard chairs) £120-160
Signs of old but treated worm to the carver chair in places, the woven rush seat is in wear and a section of
timber let in to the base of the back, 1 dining chair has a new section of timber let in to the back, 1 has a
repaired back leg with crude screw repair, 1 seat has been re-rushed, all with signs of old but treated worm in
places

1195

An 18th Century style white painted Continental oak kitchen table, fitted a frieze drawer and raised on square
supports 75cm h x 86cm w x 231cm l £200-300
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1196

A Victorian walnut kneehole desk/dressing table with raised back, the base fitted 1 long and 8 short drawers,
raised on a platform base 82 x 110cm w x 51cm d £80-120
Some pitting and marking to the top, sun bleached, the desk is in one complete section

1197

A Victorian armchair with elephant pattern loose cover 82cm h x 60cm w x 72cm d (inside seat measurement
42cm w x 51cm d) £40-60

1198

An Indian pierced and carved hardwood 4 fold screen 183cm h x 51cm w when closed x 200cm when open
£60-90

1199

A 19th Century style mahogany double chair back settee formed from 2 hall chairs, the base fitted 2 secret
drawers, raised on turned and reeded supports 88cm h x 92cm w x 41cm w, inside seat measurement 84cm w
x 39cm d £150-200
There is a small hole to the left hand arm and this piece is made up

1200

A 19th Century bleached and inlaid mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bracket
feet 122cm h x 107cm w £80-120
Sun bleached, ring marks to the top, some signs of shrinkage to the top, the top right hand drawer and 2nd
long drawer have been forced, all drawers missing escutcheons

1201

A French oval kingwood chest with pierced 3/4 gallery, the quarter veneered top with floral inlay, fitted 2
drawers raised on shaped supports 59cm h x 41cm w x 13cm d £50-75
Veneer slightly lifting to the top

1202

A Victorian style D shaped over mantel mirror contained in a gilt frame 32cm h x 45cm w x 2.5cm d £50-75

1203

A 18th Century elm Lancashire ladder back chair with woven rush seat £40-60
Some sun bleaching and signs of old but treated worm to the back leg

1204

A 19th Century elm and yew comb back Windsor chair with solid elm seat, raised on turned supports with
crinoline stretcher 88cm h x 55cm w x 39cm d, (inside seat 36cm w x 34cm d) £80-120
Slight water damage to 1 of the arms

1205

A Georgian mahogany bookcase with moulded and dentil cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 154cm h x 103cm w x 33cm d (formerly the top of a
bureau bookcase) £50-75

1206

A pair of 19th Century crossbanded mahogany chests of 3 drawers, raised on bracket feet 74cm h x 56cm w x
48cm d £100-150
This lot was formerly a chest now cut into two, the veneers to the top are bubbling in places, there is water
damage to the top, both feet are scuffed, cock beading is damaged and the handles are later replacements

1207

A 19th Century elm and yew Windsor stick back carver chair with pierced vase shaped slat back and solid elm
seat, raised on turned supports with crinoline stretcher 80cm h x 49cm w x 40cm d (inside seat 35cm w x 34cm
d) £80-120
There is a split to the elm seat

1208

A Victorian oval inlaid figured walnut card table raised on 4 turned columns, 71cm h x 88cm w x 44cm d
£50-75
The top is warped, has veneers let in, veneer bubbling in places and the legs are loose

1209

A Georgian style oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a gilt reeded frame surmounted by a garland
56cm h x 80cm w £40-60
Gilt paint to the frame is lacking in places

1210

An 18th Century style beech framed stool with woven cane seat with turned and block supports and spiral
turned stretcher 46cm h x 51cm w x 38cm d £30-50
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1211

An 18th Century oak bureau with geometric mouldings, the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 3 long
drawers 90cm h x 84cm w x 43cm d £50-75
The hinges have been replaced, missing bracket feet, replacement handles, a split to the side and the carcass
is loose

1212

A Georgian mahogany linen press, the upper section with broken pediment, interior fitted 1 tray and hanging
rail enclosed by a pair of panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short and 1 long drawer, raised on ogee bracket feet
206cm h x 129cm w x 47cm d £120-160
There is a split to the top right hand edge of the broken pediment, the left hand door has a split running from
top to bottom, the right hand door is split and warped, there is some staining/water damage to the right hand
door and the long drawer which also has 1 handles missing

1213

A Victorian carved oak 17th Century style court cupboard formed from old timber, the raised back with arcaded
decoration, the top enclosed by an inlaid panelled door with cup and cover supports, the base (formed from an
old coffer with evidence of hinge marks within) enclosed by panelled doors, raised on a platform base 145cm h
x 136cm w x 60cm d £150-200

1214

A 19th Century mahogany bow front serving table fitted 2 frieze drawers and raised on square supports 92cm
h x 138cm w x 65cm d £120-150
The top is warped, has ring marks, scratches and sun bleaching

1215

A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on splayed
bracket feet 106cm h x 105cm w x 53cm d £80-120
Some staining and water damage to the top, the handle to the 1st long drawer is damaged, the 2 brass
escutcheons to the 2nd and 3rd long drawer are missing, there are sections of timber let in above the 2nd and
3rd long drawer

1216

A Victorian oak settle (made up), the raised back heavily carved throughout with portrait decoration, the base
formed from a carved oak coffer 150cm h x 120cm w x 50cm d (inside seat measurement 99cm w x 45cm d) (
photo centre pages ) £300-500
There are water stains to the top

1217

A 19th Century bleached mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on splayed bracket
feet with replacement brass plate drop handles, 99cm h x 103cm w x 55cm d £80-120
Sun bleaching, water staining to the top, a section of veneer is missing to the top left hand edge, cock beading
missing to the bottom right hand drawer, replacement handles

1218

A Victorian circular inlaid figured walnut work box of conical form, the lid inlaid a Tunbridge Ware roundel and
satinwood ebony stringing, raised on a tripod base 76cm h x 48cm diam. £40-60
The top is warped, section of Tunbridge Ware inlaid is missing, there are splits to the apron

1219

A Victorian bleached mahogany inverted break front dressing table with rectangular plate mirror to the centre
above 1 long drawer and recess flanked by 10 short drawers with tore handles 170cm h x 174cm w x 90cm d
£200-300
Sun bleaching and water marks in places

1220

A child's 19th Century elm bar back Windsor chair with shaped mid rail, raised on turned supports with H
framed stretcher 56cm h x 30cm w x 27cm d (inside seat 29cm x 23cm) £30-50
There is a split to the seat and scuffing in places

1221

A Victorian Gothic carved light oak pew with raised back and fleur de lis decoration 143cm h x 275cm w x
46cm d (inside seat measurement 36cm h x 265cm w x 39d) £100-150

1222

A Georgian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement brass plate drop
handles, raised on bracket feet 119cm h x 106cm w x 51cm d £80-120
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1223

A Victorian Gothic carved light oak pew with raised back and fleur de lis decoration 143cm h x 275cm w x
46cm d (inside seat measurement 36cm h x 265cm w x 39d) £80-120
Two of the fleur de lis are missing and damaged

1224

A 17th/18th Century oak court cupboard, the upper section heavily carved throughout enclosed by panelled
doors, the base enclosed by panelled doors, raised on square supports, the apron marked 1668 159cm h x
146cm w x 56cm d £200-300
Old but treated worm in places and is in 2 sections

1225

An 18th Century style rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in an oak frame with ring turned
decoration 54cm h x 57cm w x 24cm d £30-50

1226

A Victorian 3 seat sofa, recently upholstered in gold and orange material raised on turned supports 204cm w x
76cm d (inside seat measurement 150cm w x 57cm d) £150-200
Some very slight staining to the front of the seat and the left arm. There is also some wear to the left arm

1227

An 18th Century oak dresser, the raised back with moulded cornice fitted 2 shelves, the base fitted a double
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors and with iron H framed hinges 180cm h x 150cm w x 54cm d £150-200
The top has a section of timber let in, ring marks, some water damage and splits, signs of old but treated worm
to the base

1228

A Victorian mahogany show frame open arm chair upholstered in green buttoned material 93cm h x 58cm w x
65cm d (inside seat measurement 51cm w x 52cm d) £80-120

1229

An Edwardian Art Nouveau beech stick and rail back Windsor carver chair with double H frame stretcher 99cm
h x 52cm w x 30cm d (inside seat 35cm w x 27cm d), together with a similar stick and rail back chair 77cm h x
37cm w x 39cm d (seat with circular upholstered panel 28cm diam.) £40-60
Signs of old but treated worm in places to both chairs, frames slightly loose

1230

A Victorian Gothic oak metamorphic library step in the form of a ladder back chair with carved Gothic design,
as a chair 88cm h x 44cm w x 35cm d, when opened to 4 tread library steps 89cm h x 34cm w x 68cm d
£70-100
Brass clips to hold in place are missing

1231

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with moulded cornice, interior fitted plush shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, the base enclosed by a fall front panelled door, raised on square tapered
supports 170cm h x 73cm w x 40cm d £50-75
Small section of timber missing to the cornice, the top left hand pane of glass is damaged, knob is missing to
fall front, damage above the left hand hinge to the fall front door

1232

A set of 4 Victorian mahogany Admiralty tulip back dining chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on turned
supports £60-80
All frames are loose, sun bleaching to the high points and 1 of the overstuffed seats is stained

1233

A Victorian armchair upholstered in blue buttoned material with sprung seat, raised on turned supports 92cm h
x 51cm w x 58cm d (interior seat measurement 46cm w x 53cm d) £40-60
There is some staining to the seat and arms and cat clawing damage to the back

1234

A pair of Victorian bleached mahogany spoon back chairs with overstuffed seats and carved mid rails, fraised
on French cabriole supports, 84cm h x 40cm w x 43cm d £30-50
Frames are loose, 1 has an old repair to the top of the balloon back, seats are stained

1235

A set of 6 Victorian pierced and carved mahogany balloon back dining chairs with carved vase shaped slat
backs and overstuffed seats, raised on French cabriole supports 93cm h x 47cm w x 39cm d £80-120
All frames are loose, 1 has an old repair to back leg and high points have contact marks, all seats are stained
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1236

A Georgian mahogany bookcase on cabinet, the upper section with moulded and dentil cornice, fitted shelves
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base fitted 2 drawers above a shelved interior enclosed by
panelled doors, raised on a platform base 235cm h x 104cm w x 49cm d £150-200
There is sun bleaching in places

1237

A set of 10 Regency mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved and turned mid rails and overstuffed seats,
raised on sabre supports, comprising 2 carvers and 8 standard chairs, the bases impressed A8838, carvers
85cm h x 46cm w x 50cm d (inside chair measurement 45cm w x 44cmd), standard chair 83cm h x 37cm w x
43cm d (inside 42cm w x 38cm d) ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
One of the carvers and 4 of the chairs have signs of old but treated worm to their bases

1238

A Gillows style flap over top cantilever dining table with 4 extra leaves (complete with brass clips), raised on 8
reeded supports, brass caps and castors 71cm h x 124cm w x 328cm l when all the leaves are in ( photo
centre pages ) £800-1200
There are signs of sun bleaching to the legs

1239

An Edwardian mahogany extending dining table with 3 extra leaves and winding handle, raised on cabriole
supports 77cm h x 129cm w x 171 l x 298cm with leaves in £200-300

1240

A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in brown leather, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports
111cm h x 82cm w x 70cm d,(inside seat measurement 47cm w x 57cm d) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
Some staining to the leather

1241

Two Howard style armchairs with floral loose covers 81cm h x 82cm w x 74cm d, (inside seat measurement
40cm w x 67cm) £200-300

1242

A Georgian mahogany bow front chest with brushing slide above 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass
handles and escutcheons, raised on replacement bracket feet 84cm h x 99cm w x 59cm d £100-150
Sun bleached, some staining to the back

1243

A mid Century circular chrome and plate glass coffee table, raised on chrome X shaped supports 32cm h x
91cm diam. £50-75

1244

A carved oak coat rack with moulded cornice, formed from old timber, 25cm h x 165cm w x 10cm d £50-75
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